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ABSTRACT
Reducing Fear Overgeneralization with Safety Learning: Attention Bias as a Moderator
By
Boyang Fan
Advisor: Tracy A. Dennis-Tiwary
Anxiety disorders are the most prevalent mental health condition and affect one out of nine
individuals around the world. Fear generalization is a neurocognitive mechanism thought to
maintain and exacerbate anxiety, and thus is an important target of therapeutic interventions. Yet,
intervention research and practice place relatively little emphasis on its importance. Given that a
significant proportion of individuals do not respond to extant treatments of anxiety disorders, a
strengthened focus on fear generalization may inform the development and personalization of
new treatment approaches. Recent notions have linked fear generalization to failures in
distinguishing between signals that predict the occurrence of an aversive event (threat cues) and
those predicting the non-occurrence of an aversive event (safety cues). As such, a careful
investigation of learning safety cues (i.e., safety learning) may advance our understanding of
anxiety and fear generalization. The goal of the current dissertation tested the hypothesis that
successful safety learning will reduce fear generalization. A secondary goal was to test whether
individual differences in attention bias moderate the impact of safety learning on fear
generalization. Attention bias, defined as selective and exaggerated attention toward threatening
information and stimuli, varies across individuals and has been theorized to interact with learning
processes to influence the development and maintenance of anxiety. This study examined a
sample including individuals aged 18 to 45 years old (M = 24.05, SD = 6.07) who reported at
least low to moderate levels of anxiety symptoms. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
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the following four groups: fear learning, safety learning without enhanced cue saliency, or one of
the two additional safety learning groups with enhanced cue saliency. During a 2-day study
period, all participants completed a fear/safety learning task, a fear generalization task, and a dotprobe task, with their subjective risk ratings, behavioral responses, skin conductance response
(SCR), and event-related potentials (ERP) recorded simultaneously. Fear generalization was
measured with risk ratings, SCR, and ERP. Attention bias was assessed with ERP and trial-level
bias scores (TLBS) calculated using reaction times. Analyses revealed no sufficient evidence to
support the predicted effect of safety learning procedures on fear generalization. Yet, individual
differences were documented. Among participants who went through the safety learning with
enhanced cue saliency, those who had attention bias towards threat exhibited reduced
physiological responses to generalized and safety cues, suggesting reduced fear generalization.
In sum, this dissertation provided initial evidence for the interplay between cognitive and
learning processes in anxiety. Findings also demonstrated the importance of studying the impact
of safety learning on fear generalization in the context of individual differences in disrupted
processing of threat.

Keywords: Anxiety disorders, Safety learning, Fear generalization, Attention bias
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Reducing Fear Overgeneralization with Safety Learning: Attention Bias as a Moderator
Anxiety disorders are the most prevalent mental health condition around the world and
the diagnoses are related to considerable comorbidity with other physical or psychological
conditions (e.g., Bandelow & Michaelis, 2015; Craske & Stein, 2016; Kessler et al., 2010; Stein
et al., 2017). A meta-analysis has revealed that every one out of nine individuals worldwide
(11.6% of the population) has had an anxiety disorder in the past year (Baxter et al., 2013).
Excessive fear and anxiety, along with significant behavioral impairment caused by those
emotions, are some of the defining features of anxiety disorders (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). Fear generalization, or overgeneralization of conditioned fear, is a
characteristic among individuals with anxiety disorders, meaning that they show fear responses
to not only cues related to threat but also cues that are neutral (Dymond et al., 2015; Laufer et al.,
2016; Lissek et al., 2014). Evidence has also suggested that fear generalization may be a crucial
mechanism that maintains anxiety disorder (Dunsmoor & Paz, 2015; Dymond et al., 2015). As
such, fear generalization may be an important target of treatments of anxiety disorders, which
have primarily focused on reducing fear intensity and avoidance with behavioral techniques such
as exposure treatment (Dymond et al., 2015). Indeed, only about 55% of patients with anxiety
disorders recovered to normal function after exposure treatment (with and without cognitiverestructuring, Loerinc et al., 2015). Yet, exposure treatment, which involves confronting the
feared stimuli (objects, situations, or cues/memories) without the presence of the feared
outcomes, is widely considered the gold standard treatment of anxiety disorders (Craske et al.,
2018). The fact that a significant proportion of individuals with anxiety disorders did not respond
well to exposure treatment calls for more research that could provide an essential knowledge
base for new effective treatments/techniques. Yet, few studies have examined interventions that

focus on reducing fear generalization. Critically, exposure procedures typically do not emphasize
the importance of learning environmental cues that are predictive of the nonoccurrence of
danger, which is crucial in fear generalization.
Therefore, the need to improve the current treatment of anxiety disorders creates
increased interests in the phenomenon of safety learning, or the ability to use safety cues to
inhibit conditioned fear responses, and its relationship with anxiety. Recent studies have found
that disruptions in safety learning might independently contribute to fear generalization among
patients with anxiety disorders (e.g., Jovanovic et al., 2012; Lissek et al., 2009). This is
consistent with previous research suggesting that individuals with anxiety disorders show
increased fear responses to conditioned safety cues (CS-), which may reflect their difficulties in
discriminating threat from safety cues (e.g., Lissek et al., 2014). Yet, relatively less research has
explicitly tested the effect of safety learning on adults’ fear generalization.
The current dissertation aimed to contribute to this small but growing literature by testing
the effect of safety learning on fear generalization. In addition, this study also investigated how
individuals’ cognitive processes may influence safety learning. Specifically, the current study
focused on the role of a dysfunctional cognitive process that occurs commonly among
individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety, threat-related attention bias, and asked how such
biases moderate the impact of safety learning and fear generalization. Furthermore, to
comprehensively evaluate the effect of safety learning on fear generalization, this study created a
multi-measurement assessment of learning, fear generalization, and threat-related attention bias.
In addition to traditionally used behavioral responses and physiological measurements, this
dissertation leveraged the high temporal resolution of EEG measurement to collect individuals’
brain activity during learning and assessment of attention bias. This study may advance our
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understanding of fear generalization and anxiety, and it also has the potential to generate
hypotheses and offer new insights into the development and refinement of treatments designed to
benefit individuals with anxiety disorders.
Fear Learning and Generalization in Humans
Fear is usually an adaptive emotional response that helps individuals avoid danger and
better survive in the environment (LeDoux & Daw, 2018). Prior research has documented that
human have a remarkable ability to learn the stimuli and situations that are predictive of future
danger and form emotional reactions to those stimuli and situations. This phenomenon is named
fear learning and has been extensively studied in the past to investigate the etiology and
maintenance of anxiety disorders (Dunsmoor & Paz, 2015; Dunsmoor et al., 2011; Dymond et
al., 2015; Lonsdorf et al., 2017).
The well-established fear-conditioning paradigm typically involves pairing an initially
neutral stimulus (the conditioned stimulus, CS, usually a colored shape or picture) with an
aversive unconditioned stimulus (US, usually electric shock or startle sound). After even a few
presentations of CS pairing with US, participants respond to the CS with a conditioned fear
response (CR), although the CS was previously neutral and not predictive of threat (for a detailed
review, see Lonsdorf et al., 2017). With extensive research utilizing the fear-conditioning
paradigm, the process of fear learning has been shown to be central for various anxiety disorders
(Grillon, 2008). In short, once an individual learns the predictive value of CS to US, a
presentation of the CS will elicit a CR since it activates the memory of the US. Therefore, among
many anxiety disorders, a fear/anxiety response is elicited simply by activating memories that are
associated with the US.
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The current treatment of anxiety disorders focuses on reducing the conditioned memory
between CS and US. Exposure therapy, for example, follows the extinction procedure of
repeatedly presenting the CS without the US to reduce an individual’s fear response to the CS
(e.g., Abramowitz et al., 2019; Craske et al., 2014; Powers & Emmelkamp, 2008). However, as a
substantial portion of the individual showed return of fear after exposure therapy (Craske &
Mystkowski, 2006) or failed to respond to exposure-based therapies (Arch & Craske, 2009), it is
clear that individuals with anxiety disorders also show deficits in inhibitory learning that maybe
responsible for both the development of excessive fear/anxiety and poor response to treatment
(Craske et al., 2012). The inhibitory learning model of extinction, which argues that the
reduction of CR represents new inhibitory learning that CS is no longer
predictive of US and not simply a disappearance of previous fear learning, suggested that
research and clinical practices should focus on enhancing inhibitory learning during exposure
(Bouton, 1993; Craske et al., 2014; Milad et al., 2007; Milad et al., 2009). In particular, Craske
(2014) recommended that clinicians should incorporate optimization strategies, such as creating
expectancy violation and deepened extinction (i.e., combining multiple fear CSs in extinction), to
enhance inhibitory learning during exposure.
Closely related to inhibitory learning is the phenomenon of fear generalization, in which
conditioned fear responses generalize or spread to other stimuli that are perceptually similar and
closely tied to fear and anxiety (Laufer et al., 2016; Lissek et al., 2014; Vervliet et al., 2010). The
phenomenon has been documented previously when researchers studied Pavlovian and operant
conditioning, but only in the past 20 years have researchers started to focus on fear
generalization in humans (Dymond et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2014; Onat & Büchel, 2015). It can
be evolutionarily adaptive to form generalized fear responses to stimuli or situations that
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resemble the original CS. Yet, when individuals with anxiety disorders frequently show high
levels of fear responses to generalized stimuli, such fear generalization is often considered
excessive, maladaptive, and may compromise these individuals’ well-being. In this regard, fear
generalization is among the core features of anxiety when fear becomes excessive and
unrestricted to classes or categories of objects or situations (American Psychiatric Association,
2013; Craske et al., 2009, Lissek, 2012).
Fear generalization plays an essential role in our understanding of the etiology and
maintenance of anxiety disorders, and is among the core features of anxiety (Craske et al., 2009,
Dymond et al., 2015, Lissek, 2012). Studies have demonstrated generalization gradient (i.e., a
typical way of visualizing fear generalization), such that individuals with anxiety disorders differ
on the levels of fear generalization from healthy controls. For example, Lissek and colleagues
(2010) created a fear generalization paradigm (described shortly after) based on the fear
conditioning paradigm and found that individuals diagnosed with panic disorder displayed
stronger fear generalization than healthy individuals measured via startle electromyography
(EMG). Utilizing the same experimental paradigm, similar patterns were found between
individuals with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and healthy controls (Lissek et al., 2014).
Participants with GAD showed heightened fear generalization compared to control participants
on both the generalized stimuli (GSs) and the conditioned safety cue (CS-), indexed by both
physiological responses (startle EMG) and behavioral risk ratings.
Furthermore, one fMRI study has shown heightened fear generalization among
individuals with GAD (compared to healthy participants), indexed by less discriminant
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) activity (responsible for fear inhibition, Greenberg et
al., 2013). Morey et al. (2020) also observed heightened neural response to the generalized
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stimuli among PTSD patients, indexed by the striatum, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
amygdala, occipitotemporal cortex, and insula activities. Taken together, fear overgeneralization
is a transdiagnostic phenomenon that exists across anxiety disorders.
Fear generalization can occur with a wide range of stimuli in the environment. In
humans, fear generalization has been observed for both perceptual and non-perceptual (concepts
and symbolic) stimuli. The earliest study on perceptual stimuli was conducted by Lissek et al.
(2008), who used a set of rings with gradually increased radius as CS+, CS- and generalization
stimuli (GSs). In this paradigm, the biggest ring and the smallest ring were randomized as CS+
and CS-, and other rings that have a radius between the CS+ and CS- rings (with gradually
increased size) were treated as generalization stimuli. As reviewed previously, Lissek and
colleagues observed fear generalization in healthy individuals as well as individuals with anxiety
disorders. Yet, healthy individuals demonstrated a steeper decrease of fear response from CS+ to
different forms of GS, whereas individuals with anxiety disorders exhibited shallower liner
decreases in their responses (Lissek et al., 2010, 2014, Lissek & Grillon, 2012). Such less steep
decreases in fear response to GS and CS- were regarded as evidence for overgeneralization of
fear among individuals with anxiety disorders. Other studies have observed fear generalization
utilizing other shapes (Vervliet et al., 2010a), combinations of shape and color (Vervliet et al.,
2010b), and colors alone (Dunsmoor & LaBar, 2013).
Fear generalization is also observed for non-perceptual stimuli that do not have similar
perceptual features. For example, fear generalization was demonstrated with emotional faces of
different intensity (morphed increments of the same face) and categories of animals or tools
(Dunsmoor et al., 2009, 2012). The broad range of stimuli to which fear generalization can
happen has once again provided support to the importance of this phenomenon in anxiety.
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Practically, this could mean that individuals with anxiety disorders may form fear responses to
related cues that are fearful or anxiety-provoking, therefore avoiding all the threatening
situations and stimuli altogether, which may significantly hinder their ability to function
normally in life.
The differences in fear generalization between healthy individuals and individuals with
anxiety disorders have been attributed to individuals’ inability to discriminate threat and safety
cues (Dymond et al., 2015; Holt et al., 2014; Struyf et al., 2017). For example, compared to
healthy control participants, individuals with GAD show larger reductions in perceptual
discrimination acuity between GSs and CS after fear conditioning (Laufer et al., 2016). One
other neuroimaging study has found that participants with GAD showed heightened and less
discriminating ventral tegmental area (VTA) reactivity to generalized stimuli compared to
healthy controls (Cha et al., 2014), indicating reduced perceptual discrimination.
With the broad range of stimuli (and the number of anxiety disorders) on which fear
generalization has been observed, an intervention that focuses on reducing this overgeneralized
conditioned fear holds great importance for our understanding of anxiety treatment. However,
treatment of anxiety disorders has largely ignored fear generalization in clinical practice. The
current assessments and treatments of anxiety disorder typically focus on the intensity of anxiety
and the existence of avoidance behaviors among individuals with anxiety disorders. The major
difference that distinguishes between normal and pathological fear is that pathological fear is
more intense than what the situation necessarily requires (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). For example, individuals with social anxiety disorder (SAD) might experience
significantly higher perceived anxiety than individuals without SAD, and that fear might impair
their ability to navigate in social situations and induce avoidance of any situation that involves
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social interaction. As a result, treatment approaches, such as exposure therapy, typically usually
include one particular CS in one setting and focus on reducing both the intensity of the fear
response and preventing the occurrence of avoidance behaviors. Considering the evidence that
fear is also typically generalized to other perceptual and non-perceptual stimuli that are similar to
the CS, it is likely that fear generalization, when not properly addressed, maintains an
individual’s anxiety during and after the completion of treatment.
In sum, fear generalization is considered a core feature of anxiety (Craske et al., 2009,
Dymond et al., 2015, Lissek, 2012). Although the current assessment system of anxiety
symptoms primarily focuses on intensity and avoidance, usually in the form of excessive fear
and maladaptive behaviors, burgeoning evidence has indicated that fear generalization is also a
crucial component of anxiety and should be considered an important target of intervention.
Safety Learning as an Emerging Process of Interest in Fear and Anxiety
One candidate learning process that is promising to reduce fear generalization in anxiety
is the process of safety learning, defined as the learning of signals that predict the nonoccurrence
of an aversive event. As mentioned earlier, a prior meta-analysis found that individuals with
anxiety disorders consistently show increased fear responses to conditioned safety cues (CS-)
during extinction (Duits et al., 2015). This finding, combined with the knowledge that
individuals with anxiety disorders have elevated fear generalization that is likely due to difficulty
in differentiating conditioned threat cues and conditioned safety cues, may suggest that training
that enhances individuals’ ability to differentiate safety cues from threat cues may reduce fear
generalization.
Safety learning has been documented to be associated with fear and anxiety (Christianson
et al., 2012, Kong et al., 2014; Laing & Harrison, 2021; Laing et al., 2019). Among individuals
8

with anxiety disorders, deficit in safety learning (e.g., heightened responses to safety cues) was
suggested to be considered as a potential phenotype for anxiety disorders (Grupe & Nitschke,
2013; Jovanovic et al., 2012; van Rooij & Jovanovic, 2019). For example, Jovanovic et al.
(2012) reported that adults diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) had difficulty
learning safety signals and were unable to use a safety cue to modulate their fear responses.
Lissek et al., (2009) reported that individuals with panic disorder (PD) exhibited poor
discrimination learning between CS+ and CS-, which was due to their heightened fear response
to safety cues (CS-).
Safety learning has been conceptualized as a special case of conditioned inhibition, in
which individuals learn to inhibit their fear responses when a safety cue is presented
(Christianson et al., 2012; Kong et al., 2014). This is different from fear extinction in that
extinction introduces a new memory of the association between CS+ and outcome (CS+ and
nonoccurrence of US) and competes with the previous memory of the association between CS+
and US. In contrast, safety learning helps individuals inhibit fear responses to the original CS+
that are normally (and still) paired with a conditioned response (CR) when the safety cue is
absent.
Several experimental paradigms have been used to study and demonstrate safety learning
in animals and humans; however, there is currently no agreed standardized approach to train
safety signals in human research. Some animal studies have created explicit unpairing
procedures based on the single-cue fear conditioning protocols. In contrast to the pairing of CS
with the US to create a positive association in fear conditioning, studies have focused on creating
a negative association between a neutral CS and US by explicitly unpairing the presentation of
CS and US (Christianson et al., 2008; Kong et al., 2014; Pollak et al., 2010). In contrast to the
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temporal pairing of fear cue and shock used in fear conditioning protocols, the procedure creates
a temporal disassociation of the safety cue (CS) and shock (US)to create learned safety (or
conditioned safety, Rogan et al, 2005). During testing, the presentation of safety cues is expected
to lead to a reduction of fear response compares to increased fear response in fear conditioning
procedures.
Other studies have drawn on the literature of conditioned inhibition and used the
Pavlovian conditioned inhibition paradigm to train the acquisition of safety cue (e.g., Laing et
al., 2021). In this paradigm, the CS is paired with shock when it is presented alone (A+), but
when the CS is presented along with another neutral CS (the conditioned inhibitor, or safety cue,
AX-), shock never occurs. The assumption is that the conditioned inhibitor should predict the
absence of threat since the inhibitor preceded the absence of an otherwise salient outcome.
Following the acquisition, conditioned inhibition experiments typically include testing
procedures, namely the “summation test” (Hammond, 1967) or “retardation test” (Rescorla,
1969) to ensure the observed learning is due to conditioned inhibition. During the summation
test, a new threat cue (CS+) is paired with either a control neutral cue C or the inhibitor X, and
the contrast of threat suppression of X in comparison to the control cue C is used as evidence of
safety learning. In the retardation test, both a control cue C and the inhibitor X are paired with
the US to examine whether there is a delayed threat learning of the inhibitor compared to the
control cue. Since there is no standardized approach to train safety signals, findings utilizing
either of the approaches here are considered valid and reviewed in the following paragraphs.
Although current research on safety learning is still in its early stages, animal and human
studies have demonstrated the utility of safety learning with different paradigms on behavioral,
physiological, and neural measurement of learning. For example, animal studies have revealed
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the effect of safety learning with explicitly unpairing procedures. Christianson et al. (2011)
found that safety cues inhibited rats’ fear/anxiety responses when they were exposed to an
uncontrollable stressor, which was mediated by a reduction in the amygdala and bed nucleus of
the stria terminalis (BNST) activity. Pollak and colleagues (2008) found that learned safety acted
like an antidepressant to reduce fear and depression-like behaviors, such as limited exploration,
freezing/immobility, and anhedonia after stress in rats. Furthermore, it has also been shown that
safety learning can reduce the size of synapses on the spine apparatus of the lateral amygdala (in
contrast to increased size in fear condition), suggesting potentially reduced fear learning (Ostroff
et al., 2010). Finally, a recent study has found enhanced safety learning effects, in the form of
decreased anxiety behavior and improved fear discrimination, when rats learned safety cue with
added saliency (i.e., a house light, Nahmoud et al., 2021).
Evidence in human studies, although limited in quantity, have also documented the
reduction of anxiety/fear responses after safety learning utilizing both explicitly unpaired CS-US
procedures and the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition paradigm. For example, an early study
found that learned safety cue reduces anticipatory anxiety to threat cue in a modified conditioned
inhibition paradigm with healthy adults (Grillon et al., 1994). Utilizing the explicitly unpaired
procedures commonly used in animal studies, Pollak et al. (2010) found that successful safety
learning was related to reduced amygdala activity as well as heightened dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (PFC) activity, suggesting there are increased top-down regulation of fear response in
response to safety cue. Laing et al. (2021) have also revealed successful safety learning
(conditioned inhibition) utilizing the traditional Pavlovian conditioned inhibition paradigm. They
showed that both an unreinforced safety cue (a CS that was never paired with the US) and a
Pavlovian inhibitor (a stimulus that predicts no occurrence of US when presented along with
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CS+) both reduced fear response during testing (utilizing both the summation test and the
retardation test, for a review see Laing & Harrison, 2021). Other studies have found evidence of
a successful transfer of safety learning with summation test alone (Laing et al., 2019; Neumann
et al., 1997; Wilkinson et al., 1989; Schiller et al., 2008).
Despite the increased interest, our knowledge of safety learning among humans is still
limited. The literature reveals inconsistent findings and there is little agreement on how to best
train and test safety learning in humans. In practice, this is partially because the definition of
safety learning is relatively abstract and hard to operationalize in an experiment (Laing et al.,
2021). Most recent studies have either used the conditional discrimination paradigm (or
differential condition procedures, which have been used to primarily study fear conditioning) or
procedures that were directly translated from animal research (e.g., explicit unpairing
procedures, for a more comprehensive review, see Kong et al., 2014, Laing & Harrison, 2021).
Very few comprehensive experimental procedures explicitly examine the physiological and
behavioral effects of safety learning. There are also few studies that have examined safety
learning alongside fear learning among individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety to
examine whether there is a reduction of fear generalization after successful safety learning.
As such, evidence from both animal and human studies has made a unique contribution to
our understanding of safety learning to fear and anxiety, which carries clinical implications for
optimizing current treatments of anxiety disorders. However, there are still challenges with the
definition of safety learning and experimental procedures with human studies. The current
dissertation study aimed to expand prior research and explicitly test how safety learning may
influence fear generalization among individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety. The gap in
the literature also calls for a more comprehensive assessment of safety learning as well as fear
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generalization outcomes. To address this gap, this dissertation utilized both physiological (skin
conductance response [SCR]) and neurobiological measures (electroencephalogram, [EEG]) to
quantify learning and fear generalization accurately and objectively, free of self-report bias. This
multi-measurement approach also effectively allows a closer examination of when and how
safety learning influences fear generalization. The following section, therefore, reviews both
measures that were included in the current dissertation.
Physiological and Neurobiological Measurements of Fear Learning and Fear
Generalization. Among all available physiological indices, skin conductance response (SCR)
has been the most widely used measure to quantify conditioned responses in fear conditioning
paradigms (Boucsein et al., 2012; Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Ojala and Bach, 2020). As a direct
measurement of the sympathetic nervous system, SCR (or broadly, electrodermal activity) has
been used as an index of learning and emotional reaction. In particular, since SCR is primarily
influenced by the neurophysiological behavioral inhibition system that responds to punishment
and avoidance, it is often viewed as an appropriate measurement of anxiety/fear (Dawson et al.,
2007, Boucsein et al., 2012). In recent studies of fear conditioning, SCRs are typically quantified
as the peak-to-baseline amplitude change in each trial, such that the mean skin conductance level
during the 2 seconds immediately before CS onset (baseline) is subtracted from the peak
response during the CS presentation (Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Milad et al., 2005; Sjouwerman and
Lonsdorf, 2019). In fear conditioning and fear generalization research, SCR has been applied to
show that threat cue (CS+) elicits higher SCR than the safety cue (CS-, e.g., Milad et al., 2005;
Milad et al., 2006; Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Orr et al., 2000); and generalized stimuli (GSs, e.g.,
Dunsmoor et al., 2017; Torrents-Rodas et al., 2013; Tuominen et al., 2019).
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However, few prior studies have examined safety learning using SCR, and the best way
to quantify safety learning warrants further investigation. The current study, therefore, followed
the traditional method to quantify fear as well as safety learning and attempted to explore other
ways of quantifying SCR that better capture the effect of safety learning.
In addition to physiological measures, neurobiological methods such as
electroencephalography (EEG) have also been employed to study fear learning and fear
generalization. In the past, scalp-recorded EEG has mostly been used as a neurofunctional index
of conditioned fear response (Ferreira de Sá et al., 2019, Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Miskovic and
Keil, 2012). In comparison to physiological measurements such as SCR or startle response, EEG
data have much better temporal resolution and thus provide more insights into how the human
sensory system reacts and adapts to fear and safety stimuli. Typically, studies quantify learning
outcomes through computing event-related potentials (ERPs) using EEG recordings to fear,
safety, and generalized stimuli after their onset. Two of the ERPs, LPP, and N170, may be
particularly relevant to the study of learning and fear generalization.
The late positive potential (LPP), an ERP that indexes processing of emotionally salient
stimuli, typically peaks around 200-300 ms after the presentation of emotional visual stimuli and
is maximal at parietal recording sites in adults (Hajcak, Dunning, & Foti, 2009; Hajcak et al.,
2010). Previous studies of time dynamics in fear learning have demonstrated that CS+ elicited
greater LPP than CS- during the learning phase (Ferreira de Sá et al., 2019). To investigate fear
generalization among healthy adults, Nelson et al. (2015) reported that LPP was higher during
the testing phase in response to CS+ (compared to CS- and GSs). Following the same line of
investigation, it was found that conceptual conditional cues (i.e., animals and furniture) elicited
enhanced LPP in response to CS- (compared to CS+), reflecting a potential inhibitory process
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that is central to safety learning (Wang et al., 2021). Furthermore, another recent study by
Seligowski et al. (2021) found that LPP latencies to CS- are significantly related to decreased
startle response (indicative of reduced fear response) and reduced PTSD symptoms. As shown
from the evidence above, LPP, measuring sustained attention and elaborative processing of
salient information, may be a particularly relevant marker for safety learning and a potentially
related index for fear generalization.
The N170, which typically peaks around 170-270 ms and is strongest around the
occipitotemporal area, is an ERP that responds to emotional faces and other emotional stimuli.
Studies have shown the amplitudes of N170 are larger in response to emotional faces versus
neutral faces (e.g., Almeida et al., 2014; Blau et al., 2007). A meta-analysis has revealed that
anger, fear, and happiness faces elicited the largest amplitudes in N170 relative to neutral faces
(Hinojosa et al., 2015). In addition, the amplitude of N170 also varies depending on the stimuli’s
emotional valence, which may also reflect the discrimination between threat and non-threat cues
(Carretie, et al., 2004; Hinojosa et al., 2015; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Luck et al., 2000). For
example, a recent study has documented larger N170 amplitude for emotional stimuli within the
same valence category (e.g., anger vs. disgust) compared to stimuli between different valence
categories (e.g., anger vs. happy), supporting the idea that N170 may be the earliest
electrophysiological index of emotional valence detection (Qiu et al., 2017).
Although few prior studies have utilized N170 to examine learning and fear
generalization, previous evidence has documented a connection between N170 and emotional
processing (O’Toole et al., 2013) and attention discrimination (Denefrio et al., 2018; Qiu et al.,
2017), both of which are critical to safety learning. For example, Denefrio and colleagues (2018)
found that compared to healthy controls, individuals with GAD exhibited less differentiated
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N170 amplitudes to angry versus neutral faces, indicating their impaired ability to differentiate
between aversive and non-aversive stimuli.
Taken together, including both physiological and neurobiological measures of learning
will likely provide a more comprehensive evaluation of safety learning in fear generalization.
Specifically, with high temporal resolution, ERP data can detect early cognitive processing of
learning stimuli and reveal potential insight into how and when our brain perceives safety as well
as generalized stimuli after learning, with milliseconds precision. Therefore, ERP measurement
complements traditional physiological measures of learning by adding information on the time
dynamics of learning. Specifically, ERPs can offer insights into the early attention processing
and perception of fear, safety, and generalized stimuli which are important to our understanding
of safety learning and fear generalization.
The Moderating Role of Attention Bias in the Association Between Safety Learning and
Fear Generalization
The effect of safety learning on fear generalization may also vary depending on other
cognitive processes that commonly exist among individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety.
Indeed, multiple models have posited that cognitive processes and learning may interact with
each other to influence the development and maintenance of anxiety (Baker et al., 2019; Britton
et al., 2011; Waters & Craske, 2016). In the past, the study of anxiety disorders has been
primarily based on two distinct, often parallel lines of study: the learning model of anxiety,
focusing on the irregularities in fear conditioning, and the cognitive model of anxiety,
emphasizing problematic attention and appraisal processes (e.g., Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Lissek et
al., 2005). It is well known that problematic attentional processes as well as abnormality in fear
and/or safety learning both play a role in the emergence and development of anxiety disorders
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(Britton et al., 2011; Waters & Craske, 2016). As a result, cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), the
gold standard treatment of anxiety disorders, targets both maladaptive behavioral and cognitive
patterns during treatment. However, the two distinct mechanisms have mostly been investigated
individually in research. Only until recently, researchers have begun to understand how the two
mechanisms are related and interact with each other in anxiety.
Prior research has identified several dysfunctional cognitive biases in anxiety such as
attention biases to threat (faster reaction time to threatening stimuli) and interpretation bias
(higher tendency to judge a situation as threatening or expectation for an unpleasant event
happening; Hirsch & Clark, 2004; Hirsch et al., 2006; Narr & Teachman, 2017). Among the two,
attention bias has received particular attention in research. Attention bias, or anxiety-related
attention bias (AB), has been extensively investigated in the past as a key mechanism of anxiety
that differentiates normal and abnormal processing of threatening information (Bar-Haim et al.,
2007; Cisler & Koster, 2010). An early meta-analysis revealed evidence that individuals
experiencing symptoms of anxiety consistently show bias toward threat, and that this occurs
across different populations, paradigms, and measurements (Bar-Haim et al., 2007).
Recently, however, a growing body of research has suggested that there are individual
differences in attention bias among individuals with anxiety: these individuals demonstrate a bias
towards threat, bias away from threat, and no observable bias at all (Brown et al., 2013; Eldar et
al., 2012; Monk et al., 2006; Salum et al., 2013; Waters et al., 2014). A recent review argues that
this heterogeneity of attention bias may be better conceptualized as dysregulated downstream
responses to the perceived threat that can be shaped by other threat-related processes such as
threat-safety discrimination and cognitive control (Dennis-Tiwary et al., 2019). It is also
suggested that attention bias can influence an individuals’ threat-safety discrimination ability
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(Dennis-Tiwary et al., 2019), which is essential for them to successfully learn safety information.
As such, attention bias may be a crucial underlying individual differences that impact the effect
of safety learning on fear generalization.
Indeed, the cognitive-learning model of anxiety (Waters & Craske, 2016) argues that both
cognitive processes (e.g., attention bias) and learning processes play key roles in the acquisition
and maintenance of anxiety. During acquisition, fear learning may influence the formation of
attention bias and coordinate the body to form a fear response. Learning also likely interacts with
attention bias to influence fear generalization processes, such that individuals who show
attention bias toward threat tend to focus on threat cues in learning and thus exhibit greater fear
generalization. Generalized fear responses may be further maintained through individual
differences in attention bias. For example, individuals who experience generalized fear may
suffer from lasting distress. Although they may attempt to down-regulate such distress by
allocating their attention strategically, their attention bias (e.g., excessively attending to threat
cues for monitoring purposes or avoiding threat cues) may instead preserve the salience of these
cues and exacerbate their fear generalization.
Britton and colleagues (2011) proposed a similar theory that learning and attention both
influence the development of anxiety via amygdala function during adolescence and young
adulthood. They suggested that attention interacts with learning in both bottom-up and top-down
fashions. For the bottom-up process, attention helps the amygdala achieve a faster response when
individuals see threat-related stimuli and facilitate the learning of threat cues. From a top-down
perspective, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) influence the
control of attention orienting and resource allocation and help individuals control their emotional
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reactions to the stimulus that is not related to the task at hand, which may limit the amygdala
engagement and thus influence learning outcomes.
Traditionally, attention bias is known to be related to anxiety and learning but the focus
of previous research has been primarily on the impact of fear learning on attention bias. For
example, attention bias toward CS+ increases following successful differential conditioning
(Haddad et al., 2011; Pischek-Simpson et al., 2009; Shechner et al., 2012). In addition, one study
revealed that following successful fear learning, attention was biased not only toward the
conditioned stimuli, but also toward similar (i.e., generalized) stimuli (Dowd et al., 2016).
A recent study has revealed evidence for the relationship between fear learning and
attention bias in fear generalization among adolescents. Drawing on the cognitive-learning
model, Baker et al. (2019) reported that attention bias away from threat, poor attention control,
and larger degree of fear generalization predicted larger variance in self-reported symptoms of
anxiety than each of the processes in isolation. In addition, individual differences in attention
bias predicted variability in the generalization of fear, with greater bias away from threat
predicting higher ratings to the generalization stimulus (i.e., greater fear generalization). In
addition to revealing the interaction of learning, attention bias, and fear generalization, the
findings of the study also highlighted the potential moderation role of attention bias in the
relationship between learning and fear generalization.
Individual differences in attention bias may moderate the effect of safety learning by
facilitating cognitive avoidance of safety cues. The avoidance model of worry and GAD
(Borkovec et al., 2004), for example, proposed that the use of cognitive strategies such as
thought suppression and distraction would inhibit the processing of emotional information and
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therefore delay learning and extinction. From this perspective, bias away from threat, compared
to bias toward threat, may elicit cognitive avoidance and delay the learning of safety information.
Indeed, different types of attention bias differentially contribute to fear generalization
during conditioning, extinction, or even during exposure treatment. Among adolescents with
anxiety, bias away from threat, in contrast to bias toward threat, predicted delayed extinction to
CS+ and CS-, as well as higher subjective anxiety ratings after extinction (Waters & Kershaw,
2015). Similarly, using a novel paradigm studying gaze fixation and fear generalization and
extinction, Barry et al. (2016) found that participants who avoided looking at threat-related
features in a conditioned image also showed slower extinction of their fear response, further
supporting the notion that attention bias, and in particular, bias away from threat, might be
influential to inhibitory learning during extinction. Thus, attention bias away from threat
compared to bias toward threat might particularly elicit generalized fear responses to safety cues.
In addition, in a study of patients with social anxiety disorder, those who had bias away from
threat (avoidant bias) reported significantly more anxiety symptoms after CBT compared to
those with bias toward threat (vigilant bias, Price et al., 2011), suggesting that individual
differences in attention bias are related to different patterns of treatment response to CBT.
Recent theories, as well as empirical studies, have revealed evidence of attention bias
impacting both the outcome of fear learning and fear generalization. However, different forms of
attention bias may influence the process of safety learning, which may predict different treatment
outcomes. This is a crucial question to answer, given the independent contribution and
interaction of cognitive and learning processes in anxiety. Findings regarding individual
differences have the potential to help researchers and clinicians improve treatment of anxiety and
better inform treatment selection. Therefore, the current dissertation investigated the potential
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moderating role of attention bias and evaluated how such biases moderate the impact of safety
learning and fear generalization.
Behavioral Measurement of Attention Bias. Studies of attention bias have utilized a
number of experimental paradigms including but not limited to the emotional Stroop task
(Williams et al., 1996), the visual search task (Dandeneau & Baldwin, 2004), and the dot probe
task (MacLeod et al., 1986) to assess attention bias (for a review, see MacLeod & Mathews,
2012). Among all the tasks, the most widely used method is the dot probe task (or visual-probe
task), which uses emotional words, pictures, or facial expressions as stimuli. In short, the task
consists of multiple trials of paired stimuli that are concurrently displayed on the screen followed
by a visual probe in the location of one of the stimuli. Participants are asked to respond to the
probe (typically the direction the probe is pointing to) while their reaction time (RT) and
accuracy are recorded. Traditionally, faster average reaction times to all trials on which probes
replace threat stimuli compared with neutral stimuli reflect an attention bias towards threat.
Recently, accumulating evidence has suggested that the traditional reaction time-based
measurement of attention bias lacks split-half reliability and test-retest reliability (with the
reliability correlations in the range of .20 and below; Kappenman et al., 2014; Schmukle, 2005;
Staugaard, 2009; Van Bockstaele et al., 2014; Waechter et al., 2013). For example, Schmukle
(2005) found the dot-probe task to be unreliable when using threatening and nonthreatening
words and pictures in a non-clinical sample. Similarly, Puls and Rothermund (2017) conducted
six different dot-probe studies with different stimulus-probe intervals and different emotional
facial expressions (i.e., neutral, angry, happy, fearful). The results indicated found poor
reliability within or between studies.
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To accurately assess attention bias, other novel behavioral measurements of attention bias
have been suggested and examined in the past. Traditional attention bias scores were calculated
with the reaction-time-based score across all relevant trials in the task. This approach blunts the
detection of potentially meaningful within-person variability with the assumption that bias is a
stable trait. Zvielli et al. (2015), however, argued that attentional bias should be conceptualized
as “fluctuating, phasic bursts, towards or away from target stimuli” instead of stable or
completely static. Following this proposal, they created the trial-level bias score (TLBS) to
capture the fluctuation of attention bias in the dot probe task. In short, in contrast to traditional
bias scores, which are calculated from average reaction times, trial-level bias scores are
computed as “the absolute value of the sum of the mathematical differences between successive
temporally contiguous pairs of trials” (Zvielli et al., 2015; Dennis-Tiwary et al., 2019).
Trial-level bias scores have been shown to have better reliability and predictive power
compared to traditional bias scores. For example, studies have shown that TLBS scores better
predict diagnoses of specific phobia (Zvielli et al., 2015), posttraumatic stress symptoms among
veterans (Badura-Brack et al., 2015; Iacoviello et al., 2014), and stress reactivity (Egan &
Dennis-Tiwary, 2018) compared to traditional averaged reaction-time-based attention bias
scores. These promising findings suggested that trial-level bias scores should be considered as a
more accurate and reliable measure of attention bias. Therefore, the current dissertation
quantified attention bias in the dot-probe task using this method.
However, there remain concerns about the validity of reaction time-based measures of
attention bias (Clarke et al., 2013). For example, non-attentional processes such as slowed
response time (i.e., freezing) in the presence of threat stimuli can lead to inaccurate measures of
attention bias (e.g., Salemink et al., 2007). Moreover, distinct subcomponents of attention may
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differentially contribute to attention bias and anxiety, which reaction time-based measures cannot
differentiate. Recent studies have posited that previous work largely ignored the unique
contributions of different components of attention in attention bias. Clarke and colleagues
(2013), for example, have pointed out that differences in attentional “engagement” (i.e., selection
and preferential processing of specific stimuli) and “disengagement” (i.e., withdrawal of
attention through cessation of selection and processing of particular stimuli) represent different
facets of attention bias. Indeed, a study found that heightened attention engagement and impaired
attentional disengagement from negative information independently contributed to elevated
anxiety vulnerability (Grafton & Macleod, 2014). To illustrate the role of those two attention
subcomponents in attention bias, we drew on additional neurobiological measurements that are
more sensitive to attentional engagement and disengagement to assess attentional processes in
the dot probe task.
Neurobiological Measurement of Attention Bias and Learning. To address these
concerns about behavioral measurements of attention bias, studies have used scalp-recorded
event-related potentials (ERPs) to measure the neurobiological basis of attention bias in
conjunction with reaction time-based measurement. Studies in the past have generally used ERPs
to capture the rapid orientation and disengagement of attention. Generated from
electroencephalogram (EEG) data, ERPs have high temporal resolution and can capture the rapid
changes in the attention processes that behavioral measures may not reflect. Specifically, ERPs
provide a continuous recording of cognitive processes and show how the allocation of attention
unfolds over the course of each experimental trial of the dot probe task.
To provide a full assessment of the time dynamics of attention bias in the dot-probe task,
this dissertation included four ERP components (P1, N170, N2, and P3) that represent unique
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and crucial cognitive processes when individuals process visual threat information, following the
onset of stimulus in each trial of the dot-probe task. Immediately following the stimulus onset,
the ERP component P1 reflects early visual attention allocation (peaking approximately 100-130
ms after stimulus onset). Studies have found that compared to healthy individuals, individuals
with anxiety disorders demonstrated enhanced P1 response (Eldar & Bar-Haim, 2010; Judah,
Grant, & Carlisle, 2016; Mueller et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 2013). The N170, an ERP that
peaks approximately 150-170ms and responds differentially to threatening and non-threatening
faces, may serve as an indicator of attention discrimination (Carretie, Hinojosa, Martı, Mercado,
& Tapia, 2004; Hinojosa et al., 2015; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Luck et al., 2000). There was
evidence that N170 magnitude is larger in response to threatening faces (e.g., angry faces and
fearful faces) compared to neutral faces in the dot-probe task (Carlson & Reinke, 2010; O’Toole,
DeCicco, Berthod, & Dennis, 2013). The difference in the responding to threatening and nonthreatening faces may reflect individual variation in attention bias, such that individuals with a
greater difference score may exhibit greater attention bias toward threat. N2, a negative
deflection after a peak that occurs around 250-300 ms in the frontocentral electrodes, indexes
attention control. For example, a study training individuals with anxiety disorders to avoid threat
found enhanced N2 amplitude after training (Eldar & Bar-Haim, 2010). Another component P3,
peaking around 300 ms after stimulus onset, reflects attentional processing. Zhang and
colleagues (2016) found that the amplitude of P3 increased when participants responded to a
probe that followed threatening faces (e.g., fear, disgust, anger) compared to when they viewed a
probe following neutral faces. This finding suggests that those participants who exhibited greater
P3 allocated greater attention to threat cues, indicating a link between the P3 amplitude and
attention bias towards threat. In a systematic review study by Torrence and Troup (2018), it was
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reported that despite some inconsistency in the literature using ERP to measure attention bias to
facial expressions, ERPs may be more reliable and consistent than the reaction time-based index
of bias.
The Current Study
In sum, fear generalization is a crucial component of anxiety disorders, but little research
considers it as a target of interventions. With emerging evidence coming from animal and human
studies, safety learning holds great promise to our understanding of anxiety, fear, and fear
generalization. To address the gaps in research, the current dissertation study aimed to expand
prior research and explicitly test how safety learning may influence fear generalization among
individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety. To further explore the nature of safety learning,
the current study also attempted to investigate the moderating role of attention bias, a
dysfunctional cognitive process that occurs commonly among individuals experiencing
symptoms of anxiety, and asked how such biases moderate the impact of safety learning and fear
generalization. Findings will advance our understanding of fear generalization in anxiety and
also offer new insights into the development and refinement of treatments designed to benefit
individuals with anxiety disorders. To thoroughly examine the questions described above, this
study took a multimethod approach to assess the behavioral and neurobiological measures of
learning and attention bias.
Furthermore, it is possible that individuals who experience symptoms of anxiety may
have a difficult time learning safety cue when there is no explicit indication of the timing of US
and/or the start and end of the safety period. Indeed, prior research focused on individuals with
anxiety disorders has observed exaggerated fear learning, and a tendency to treat ambiguous
stimuli as threatening (Lissek et al., 2009, Wong & Lovibond, 2020). To address this potential
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issue in our study and explore effective ways to enhance safety learning, we created two safety
learning manipulations based on an earlier animal study (Nahmoud et al., 2021) that aimed to
increase the salience of safety cue. During safety learning, in addition to training participants
with the traditional presentation of explicit unpairing of US and CS, this study added an audio
cue along with the visual safety cue at either the start or the end of the safety cue presentation to
facilitate learning of safety cue. Of greater importance, understanding how individual differences
in attention bias interact with manipulations of salience in safety learning holds great promise to
our understanding of safety learning and may offer new insights into the development and
refinement of training programs intended to help individuals experiencing symptoms of anxiety.
Aims and Hypotheses. In the current study. I adopted the animal protocol of safety
learning and translated it into a human experiment to examine the influence of safety learning on
fear generalization among a sample of individuals who reported at least low to moderate levels
of anxiety symptoms.
Specific Aim 1 was to examine the effect of safety learning, compared to fear learning,
on fear generalization. The hypothesis for Aim 1 is as follows: Individuals in the safety learning
group will have reduced fear generalization compared to fear learning in a subsequent fear
generalization assessment. Fear generalization will be measured by behavioral ratings of
perceived risk, physiological measure (skin conductance response), and neurobiological measure
(ERP). In addition, as an exploration, it is hypothesized that individuals who went through
safety training with increased saliency will show a stronger reduction in fear generalization
compared to both fear learning and the original safety learning.
Specific Aim 2 was to examine whether individual differences in attention bias
moderates the relationship between safety learning and fear generalization. The hypothesis for
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Aim 2 is as follows: among individuals in safety learning groups, attention bias toward threat,
compared to attention bias away from threat, will be associated with more reduction of fear
generalization. Attention bias, or the visual process of threat information, will be measured
behaviorally (trial-level bias score) and neurobiologically (ERPs) during the dot-probe task.
Method
Participant
Sixty-two adults were recruited to participate in the study. Participation consisted of two
study visits over two consecutive days. One participant requested termination of the study during
the second study visit (n = 1), and four participants failed to show up for the second study visit (n
=4). The final sample consisted of 57 adults [33 (57.9%) female] who completed both study
visits. Two participants were excluded from the data analysis related to skin conductance data
due to low variance of data (i.e., non-responder; see more information in the SCR method section
below).
Participants were recruited from the CUNY Hunter College community and the New
York City area via study flyer and through the Hunter College Psychology 100 research
participation system (SONA). Adults were aged between eighteen to forty-five years old (M =
24.05, SD = 6.07). Race and ethnicity information, collected via self-reported measurement was
as follows: 18 (31.6%) White, 17 (29.8%) Asian, 14(24.6%) more than one race, 4(7%) Black,
1(1.8%) American Indian/Alaska Native, and 3(5.3%) participants did not answer the question;
out of all the participants, 23 (40.4%) identified themselves as Hispanic or Latino. Table 1
describes detailed sample characteristics.
All interested individuals were first phone screened for levels of stress and anxiety via the
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). Participants
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needed to score above 10 on the stress subscale and/or 6 on the anxiety subscale (indicative of
low anxiety/stress symptoms) to be eligible to participate in the study. Participants were
determined to be ineligible if they had (1) recently started psychotherapy for less than 6 months;
(2) recently started to use anxiety-related medication for less than 6 weeks; (3) any current or
past diagnoses of disorders that include psychotic features (e.g., mania, schizophrenia, etc.), a
substance use disorder, or autism spectrum disorder; (4) a serious medical illness (e.g.
preexisting cardiac condition); or (5) they were pregnant. Participants were compensated either
$25 or 3 SONA credits for their participation in the first study visit, and all participants were
compensated $50 for their second study visit.
Materials and Procedures
The study consisted of two lab visits (Time 1 and Time 2) that occurred 24 – 48 hours
apart from each other. As part of a larger project that examines safety learning and
overgeneralization of fear, both visits lasted approximately 3 hours (6 hours in total, not
including a mandatory break at Time 2). Figure 1 demonstrates an outline of the lab visits, along
with primary measurements collected during those time points.
For the purpose of this study, the Time 1 lab session proceeded as follows: (1) Informed
consent (10 min); (2) EEG equipment setup (35 min); (3) Dot Probe Task (5 min); (4) SCR
equipment setup (5 min); (5) Fear and Safety Conditioning Task (20 min); (6) Clean-up (15 min)
and (7) Debriefing (5 min). Time 2 lab session proceeded as follows: (1) Short questionnaires (5
min); (2) Fear Conditioning Testing Task (20 min); (3) Fear Generalization Learning Task (20
min); (4) Mandatory break outside of the lab (120 min); (5) Short questionnaires (5 min) (6) Fear
Generalization Testing Task (20 min); (7) Clean-up (15 min) and (7) Debriefing (5 min).
Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scales (DASS-21). All participants completed the
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DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) during the phone screening procedure and at the
beginning of Time 1 to confirm their eligibility. DASS-21 is a 21-item scale that measures
individuals’ depression, anxiety, and stress level. The measure consists of 3 subscales (7 items
each, scored on a 0-3 scale on each item) that specifically assess symptoms of depression,
anxiety, and stress. The study used the stress (α = .72) and anxiety (α = .88) subscales to evaluate
participants’ anxiety and stress symptoms.
Electroencephalography (EEG) Application. Following the consent process,
participants were fitted with a nylon EEG cap and 64 standard Ag/AgCl electrodes were attached
to the scalp with water-soluble electrode gel. EEG was recorded using the ActiveTwo BioSemi
system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Recordings were taken from all 64 scalp
electrodes based on the international 10/20 system and sampled at 512 Hz. The EEG signal is
preamplified at the electrode to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The voltage from each active
electrode is referenced online with respect to a common mode sense active electrode that
produces a monopolar (nondifferential) channel. EEG data were collected during the dot probe
task, fear, and safety learning/testing tasks, and fear generalization learning/testing tasks.
Dot Probe Task (DP). The dot probe task (MacLeod & Mathews, 1988; MacLeod et al.,
1986;) was used to assess participants’ threat-related attentional bias. The task used pictures of
20 individuals (10 males and 9 females) from the NimStim Set of Facial Expressions (Tottenham
et al., 2009), with one female face stimulus taken from the Japanese and Caucasian Facial
Expressions of Emotion (JACFEE, Matsumoto & Ekman, 1989). Facial stimuli were programed
using the E-prime 2.0 Psychology Software Tools. On each trial, two photos of the same
individual (with the photo pairs being either angry-neutral or neutral-neutral) were shown on the
computer screen. The photos were presented with equal distance above and below a central
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fixation cross, with 14 mm between the two. Each trial consisted of the following sequence of
events (Figure 2): (1) display of fixation cross (500ms), (2) display of face pair (500ms), (3)
display of a probe in the location of one of the faces (until a response is made), and (4) inter-trial
interval (500 ms). The task included 120 trials in total, with 80 trials of angry-neutral faces pairs
(threat-neutral trials) and 40 trials of neutral-neutral face pairs (neutral-neutral trials). Across all
trials, probes were equally likely to appear above or below the fixation cross, in the location of
faces at the top or bottom of the screen. For example, probes appeared in the location of angry
faces in half of the threat-neutral trials. Probes pointed to the left or right when displayed;
participants were instructed to identify the direction as quickly and accurately as possible with
either the left or right mouse key. While participants complete the task, their behavioral
response, reaction time, as well as their EEG were recorded.
To quantify attention bias, trials with incorrect responses were first excluded. In addition,
reaction times that were either higher than or lower than the 3 SD of an individual’s mean were
excluded from further analysis. Finally, participants’ overall accuracy across all trials were
checked. All participants had an accuracy rate above 85%. Following the recent literature on the
quantification of attentional bias score, this study quantified attentional bias utilized trial-level
bias score (TL-BS, e.g., Egan & Dennis-Tiwary, 2018), matching temporally-contiguous pairs of
trials. First, threat-neutral trials were paired with their next closest neutral-neutral trials. Second,
neutral-neutral trials were paired with their next closest threat-neutral trials. The following 2
rules were applied when matching trials to create the maximum number of temporally
contiguous pairs of trials: (1) paired trials were no further than five trials apart (before or after)
and (2) redundant pairings were removed. Among each pair of matched trials, reaction times
were subtracted (RT non-threat cue – RT threat cue). Difference scores were then sorted by positive and
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negative values. The mean score of each direction is generated, with a higher mean positive
score representing bias toward threat and a higher mean negative score representing a bias away
from threat. Trial level variability (see Figure 3) was also created with the sum of the distance
between each sequential TL-BS divided by the number of pairs. This score captures the distance
of the TL-BS line, such that the higher the summed value, the greater the variability of bias
“towards” and “away” from threat over time.
Skin Conductance Response (SCR) Application. Skin conductance was collected with
a Biopac (Biopac Systems, CA, USA) MP150 amplifier at 2000 Hz sampling rate and the signal
was acquired using the AcqKnowledge 4.3 (Biopac System Inc.) software. Isotonic electrode gel
was used together with two 8mm Ag/AgCI disposable electrodes on the surface of distal
phalanges of the index and middle fingers of a participant’s non-dominant hand (recommended
in Dawson et al., 2007). SCR data was recorded during fear and safety learning/testing tasks, and
fear generalization learning/testing tasks.
Fear and Safety Learning Task. At the beginning of the Time 1 visit, participants were
randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: 1) Fear Learning (n = 13), 2) Safety Learning 1
(n = 14), 3) Safety Learning 2 (n = 13), and 4) Safety Learning 3 (n = 17). Figure 4 illustrates the
difference in timing of stimulus presentation and shock between all four conditions.
Prior to the start of the fear and safety learning task, the experimenter helped participants
select their own, personalized level of shock with the instruction that the shock needed to be
“uncomfortable but not painful” to them. This level participants picked was used throughout
each learning and testing task. In addition, the shock level was double-checked with participants
before the start of each task (i.e., participants had the option to modify the shock level). Shocks
were delivered by the Biopac STM-200 stimulator, with an electrode attached to the wrist of
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participants’ non-dominant hand. Each shock lasted for 200ms, and was never higher than 60V.
During the learning task, participants were trained to learn about the relationship between
a conditioned stimulus (CS, either a blue square or a yellow square) and an unconditioned
stimulus (US, shock). Specifically, the conditioning procedures were designed based on the
commonly used single-cue conditioning paradigm (e.g., Hartley et al., 2011, 2014; Lonsdorf et
al., 2017) that utilizes mild electric shocks as the US when certain stimuli appear on the
computer screen. This Pavlovian-style conditioning trained participants to associate the
presentation of visual stimuli with shock (fear conditioning) or safety (i.e., non-occurrence of
shock). In the fear learning task, the CS was paired with an unpleasant US (i.e., US coterminated with CS presentation). In the safety learning tasks, however, the CS was explicitly
unpaired with the shock (Rogan et al., 2005; Pollak et al., 2010b). The current study included
three different designs of safety learning. Specifically, in the Safety learning 1 task, the CS was
unpaired with the shock. That is, shock only occurred during the intertrial interval (ITI), when
CS was not present. In the Safety learning 2 and 3 tasks, the CS was still unpaired with shock,
but an additional 500ms auditory cue was added either at the beginning (i.e., co-occurring
saliency cue, safety learning 3 condition) or the end (i.e., co-terminating saliency cue, safety
learning 2 condition) of the presentation of CS. Each CS presentation lasted for 8 seconds and
the ITI varied between 16 to 24 seconds. All versions of the fear/safety conditioning tasks
consisted of 10 trials in total. The US was paired with the CS in the fear conditioning tasks
across all 10 trials. As for the safety learning task, the US appeared in eight out of 10 ITIs
following the CS, with two shocks appearing in two ITIs and one shock in the other six ITIs. At
the end of the task, participants were asked “Based on your experience so far: what risk is there
that if you saw this image again you would receive a shock?” to see if they had acquired the
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relationship between the shock and stimulus. Participants answered the question on a 3-point
scale (0 = low risk, 1 = moderate risk, 2 = high risk) using the keyboard. Both EEG and SCR
were recorded continuously throughout the learning tasks.
Fear and Safety Testing Task. Participants returned to the lab 24–48 hours after they
completed their time 1 lab session to participate in the time 2 lab session. During the Fear and
Safety testing task, all participants were presented with the same CS they had learned previously
without any shock being delivered. The task consisted of 6 trials and SCR was recorded during
the task.
Fear Generalization Task. Following the fear and safety testing task, all participants
completed the fear generalization task, which consisted of both a learning phase and a testing
phase (replicated from Lissek et al., 2014, with minor changes to the number of stimuli). The
task used a set of circled rings as the conditioned stimuli and generalized stimuli, with the largest
and smallest rings serving as the conditioned stimulus (CS+ and CS-, counterbalanced across
participants), and six other intermediate-sized rings serving as generalized stimuli (GS). The
rings progressively increased in diameter from the smallest to the largest rings (with each ring
20% larger than the prior ring). Similar to the original paradigm, the six GS images were broken
down into 3 classes of GS (GS1, GS2, and GS3, see Figure 5).
In the learning phase, participants were presented with only CS+ (6 trials) and CS- (6
trials) and electrical shocks followed the presentation of CS+ (threat cue) on 4 out of 6 trials
(66% contingency). CS- was never paired with shock and served as a safety cue. During the
learning phase of the task, participants’ SCR and self-reported expectancy of shock were
measured. Once participants completed the task, they were asked to take a mandatory 2- to 3hour break to allow for memory consolidation before they start the testing phase of the fear
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generalization task.
Once participants returned to the lab, the testing phase of the task introduced six more GS
stimuli (broken down into 3 classes, each class have 12 trials) along with the previously learned
CS+ and CS- (6 trials, with CS+, reinforced on 3 out of 6 trials [50% contingency] to remind the
participant of the threat cue). Following each trial, participants were asked to assess the risk
associated with the stimulus (“level of risk?” on a 3-point scale: 1 = no risk, 2 = moderate risk,
and 3 = high risk) (see Figure 6 for a sequence of a typical trial). During the testing phase of the
task, participants’ EEG and SCR data were recorded.
EEG Data Processing. EEG recordings were processed using the Brain Vision Analyzer
(Version 2.2, GmbH, Munich, DE). All data were re-referenced offline to an average reference
and band-pass filtered with cutoffs of 0.1(low cutoff frequency) - 30 Hz (high cutoff frequency).
Artifact correction with ICA was also conducted in Brain Vision Analyzer. Specifically, artifacts
were identified using the following criteria and removed from analyses: data with voltage steps
greater than 75 μV, changes within a given segment greater than 200 μV,
amplitude differences greater than 120 μV in a segment, and activity lower than .2 μV per 100
milliseconds. Data within each trial were also visually examined and identified artifacts were
removed on a case-by-case basis. The EEG recordings were segmented for each trial of relevant
tasks (e.g., learning tasks and the dot-probe task). For the fear generalization task, EEG data for
each stimulus presentation were segmented into epochs from 500 ms before each stimulus onset
and continuing up to 8000s after the stimulus onset (the end of stimulus presentation). For the
dot probe task, data were segmented into epochs for each trial ranging from 200 ms before the
stimulus presentation to 500 ms after the stimulus onset, with a 200 ms baseline correction.
For the dot probe task, ERPs were generated to facial stimuli, and were constructed by
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separately averaging cue types (mixed threat-neutral or neutral only), separately for each cue
location. ERPs were calculated on correct trials only. The P1 was quantified as the mean
amplitude at electrode sites PO7 and PO8 between 90 to 135ms. N170 was calculated as the
mean amplitude at P7, P8, P9, and P10 between 150 to 190ms. P3 was quantified as the mean
amplitude at PO7, PO8, O1, and O2 between 200 to 350ms. N2 was generated as the mean
amplitude at electrode site FCz between 285 to 345ms.
For the fear generalization task, LPP was calculated as the average amplitude between
300 to 3000 ms at electrode sites Pz, CPz, Cz, CP1, and CP2. Considering LPP is a sustained
ERP that may vary from early attention processing to more elaborative attention processing later,
data were further divided into three time windows as follows: early window (300–800ms),
middle window (800–200ms), and late window (2000–3000ms).
SCR Data Processing and Quantification. The AcqKnowledge 4.3 (Biopac System
Inc.) software was used to process and quantify SCR. To remove high-frequency noise, all SCR
data were first cleaned by applying a 2 Hz lowpass filter.
Fear/Safety Testing. Based on previous work (e.g., Milad et al., 2005) on fear learning,
SCR during the testing phase was calculated by subtracting the mean skin conductance level
(SCL) during the 2s immediately prior to CS onset from the highest SCL recorded during the 8s
CS duration to ensure the response was uniquely tied with the stimulus. Because SCR amplitude
and magnitude are often positively skewed and leptokurtotic (Boucsein et al., 2012; Dawson et
al., 2007), changes in skin conductance level were logarithmic transformed before data analysis.
Specifically, since the logarithm of zero response is not defined and some of the difference
scores in safety learning conditions contain values between zero and negative three, the log of
(SCR+ 5.0) was calculated. Finally, the means of difference scores were created to capture
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participants’ learning during the testing phase. To create a parallel comparison between animal
(e.g., Pollak et al., 2010) and human studies, a mean of the first 3 trials and all 5 trials of testing
was created. Following this approach, SCRs were generated for both fear and safety learning
participants.
Since no other preexisting study has studied safety conditioning with SCR, the current
study created several exploratory measurements in addition to the difference scores previously
mentioned to accurately capture changes related to safety learning. Specifically, we used the
change of mean SCL during the inter-trial interval (ITI, where shocks would happen during the
safety learning phase) to capture an individual’s learning during ITI. We created the score by
subtracting the mean SCL during the first 2s of ITI from the mean SCL between 2s – 16s of ITI.
Similarly, this difference score was log-transformed (after adding a constant of 5) and averaged
for the first 3 and 5 trials.
To further contrast individuals’ learning in safety conditioning, we compared the change
of mean SCL during ITI to the change of mean SCL during CS (where shock never occurred
during the safety learning phase). Specifically, we created a difference score between the mean
SCL during CS presentation and the mean SCL 2s before the onset of the CS (scores were also
log-transformed and averaged). This measurement enabled comparison between the CS and the
ITI period among all safety learning participants.
Finally, to set up a comparison between CS and ITI with the traditionally used baseline to
peak SCR that was described in the first paragraph of this section, we also generated a baseline
to peak SCR during the ITI. In detail, the mean SCL during the first 2s of ITI was subtracted
from the max SCL between 2s – 16s of ITI. Once again, the difference scores were logtransformed and averaged for the first 3 trials and 6 trials.
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Fear Generalization Testing. Like the fear/safety testing phase, we adopted the
traditionally used approach (e.g., Milad et al., 2005) to quantify SCR. Again, SCR during the
testing phase was calculated by subtracting the mean skin conductance level (SCL) during the 2 s
immediately prior to CS onset from the highest SCL recorded during the 8s CS duration.
Following this approach, SCRs were created for CS+, CS- and all 3 categories of GS stimuli
(GS1 GS2 and GS3). Log transformed difference scores were again averaged. For CS+ and CS-,
we averaged both the first 3 trials and 6 trials (since there are 6 presentations of CS+/CS-). For
GS stimuli, we averaged the first 3, 6, and 12 trials of difference score to capture the change of
generalization learning in the testing phase.
Definition and Exclusion of Non-Responders. One individual difference in SCR is
termed “electrodermal lability”, defined as individual differences in the frequency of NS-SCRs
and the SCR habituation speed (Dawson et al., 2007). Individuals who show high frequencies of
NS-SCRs and slow habituation are considered “labiles”, whereas those who show low
frequencies of NS-SCRs and high habituation speed are considered “stabiles”. In particular, one
type of electrodermal abnormality is that some individuals show no or very little SCR to stimuli
(e.g. tones/shocks); these individuals are typically considered “non-responders” and account for
10% of the normal population (Dawson et al., 2007).
In the past, the decision to mark a participant as a “non-responder” in the learning
literature typically was based on their response to the unconditioned stimulus (US) (e.g. Marin et
al., 2019). In the current study, SCR non-responders were defined as individuals who show
consistently small SCRs (<0.02 µs) to the US in the learning phase. SCRs to the US were
generated by calculating the difference scores between the highest skin conductance level (SCL)
8s following the delivery of the US and the mean SCL 2s before the US. Participants who
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showed on average less than 0.02 µs across all learning trials (fear and safety learning) were
identified as non-responders. Each participant was assessed twice (once for learning testing, once
for generalization testing) to determine whether they were considered non-responders for the task
(for practical purposes, the testing data were recorded on a different file). Following the rule
listed above, two participants were marked as non-responder and excluded from data analyses.
It needs to be emphasized that participants who are labeled as “non-responders” were
only excluded from analyses that involve SCR. This decision is based on several rationales. First,
non-responder is a reliable individual difference variable that was not (and should not have been)
influenced by the learning procedure. Second, this decision is not based on belief related to
another conceptual idea called “non-learner” (information to be included in the next section) in
the learning literature. As suggested by a few previous articles (e.g., Lonsdorf et al., 2019), nonlearner should not be based on just SCR, and including other parts of participants’ data helps
better assess participants’ learning outcomes. Third, we have included other physiological and
behavioral measurements of learning such as ERP and post-learning risk rating to assess
participants’ learning and we believe taking all the data out would compromise our data integrity
and potentially bias our data analyses, as suggested in a recent publication by Mari et al. (2019).
Definition and Considerations With Non-Learners. “Non-learners” were defined as
individuals who fail to show discrimination between the CS+ and CS- during the testing.
Previous studies have often used SCRs as the only measurement to assess discrimination and
excluded the participants from all analyses if they failed to show differential SCRs. As pointed
out by Lonsdorf et al. (2019), excluding participants from all analyses based on only SCRs may
create a sample bias as SCR is not a direct nor pure measure of learning. The authors suggested
that analyses of learning should also include other measurements such as expectancy ratings and
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physiological measures such as fear-potentiated startle. With that suggestion, we believe it is
right for us to include other parts of participants’ data even if they don’t show differential SCRs
to CS+ or CS-.
Results
Aim 1
Aim 1 was to examine the effect of safety learning on fear generalization. It was
hypothesized that individuals in the safety versus fear learning groups would show reduced fear
generalization (measured by behavioral ratings of perceived risk, SCR, and ERP) in the
subsequent fear generalization task. This effect was further hypothesized to be more salient in
the conditions of safety learning with increased salience (Safety learning 2 and Safety learning 3
groups). Across all analyses, Bonferroni’s corrections were applied to within-subjects
comparisons.

Fear/Safety Learning Manipulation Check
One-way ANOVAs were performed with learning groups treated as the independent
variable and SCRs (during fear/safety testing task) as the dependent variables. Two methods
were used to assess SCRs in fear and safety learning. One method has previously been used to
quantify learning in fear conditioning; it captured changes in SCR when participants were
presented with either a fear or safety stimulus (SCR during CS, changes during the CS
presentation). It was hypothesized that participants in the fear learning group would exhibit
higher levels of SCR compared to those in the safety learning groups. Results indicated a
marginal difference in SCR during CS presentation among the four learning groups, F (3,53) =
2.58, p = .06, ɳ2 = .13. Post hoc tests using Bonferroni correction further revealed that
participants in the Safety learning 2 condition showed marginally higher levels of SCR compared
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to those in the Safety learning 3 condition (t(28) = 2.53, Cohen’s d = 1.02). No difference was
observed between the fear learning condition and any of the safety learning conditions.
Additionally, changes in SCR were also captured during the inter-trial interval period,
when shock was delivered in the safety learning conditions but not delivered in the fear learning
condition. This method should better quantify learning in the safety learning groups but is
exploratory in nature. It was hypothesized that participants in the safety learning groups would
have higher levels of SCR compared to those in the fear learning group. Surprisingly, there was
no main effect of learning groups on changes in SCR during ITI, F (3,53) = 1.36, p = .27, ɳ2
= .07, nor self-reported risk rating F (3,53) = 1.82, p = .15, ɳ2 = .10.

The Effect of Fear/Safety Learning on Fear Generalization
To examine the effect of learning condition on fear generalization, 4 (Learning
Conditions: Fear learning, Safety learning 1, Safety learning 2, and Safety learning 3) × 5
(Stimulus Type: CS+, GS1, GS2, GS3, CS-) repeated measures ANOVAs were performed with
self-reported perceived risk, SCR, and ERPs (LPP and N170) treated as the dependent variables.
Table 2 presents the bivariate correlations between SCR and ERPs measured in the fear
generalization task. It was hypothesized that participants in the safety versus fear learning group
would have reduced fear generalization in the subsequent fear generalization task, indexed by
behavioral ratings of perceived risk, SCR, and ERPs. See Table 3 for outcome descriptive
statistics by learning conditions.
Self-Reported Perceived Risk. Overall, contrary to predictions, there was no significant
effect of Learning Conditions on participants’ self-reported risk ratings. However, a significant
main effect of Stimulus Type, F (4,212) = 81.95, p < .001, ɳp2 = .61, was found for self-report
risk assessment ratings, such that participants’ self-reported risk ratings differed across stimulus
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types. Post hoc tests using a Bonferroni correction revealed that participants reported higher risk
ratings in response to CS+ than to GS1 images (t(56) = 9.92, Cohen’s d = 1.31), both of which
were rated as riskier than all other stimulus types. No difference was observed between GS2 and
CS-, as well as between GS3 and CS-.
Skin Conductance Response (SCR). Contrary to predictions, no significant main effect
of Learning Condition (F [3,48] = 2.13, p = .11, ɳp2 = .12) or Stimulus type (F [4,192] = 1.80, p
= .13, ɳp2 = .04) was found for SCR. However, there was a significant interaction between
stimulus type and learning conditions, F(12,192) = 1.95, p = .03, ɳp2 = .11, suggesting that
participants’ SCR toward different stimuli varied depending on learning conditions. Specifically,
participants in the Safety learning 2 condition exhibited significantly higher levels of SCR to
CS+ than to GS2 (t[11] = 2.25, Cohen’s d = 0.65).See Figure 7.
Late Positive Potential (LPP) and N170. Also unexpectedly, there was no significant
main effect of Learning Condition or Stimulus Type on LPP across all three time windows
(early, middle, late). There was a marginally significant main effect of stimulus type on N170, F
(4,188) = 2.41, p = .05, showing a trend of greater N170 magnitudes in response to CS+ and
CS-.However, post hoc pair-wise comparisons revealed no significant difference statistically.
Aim 2
Aim 2 was to examine whether individual differences in attention to threat stimuli
moderated the link between learning conditions and fear generalization. It was hypothesized that
among individuals in safety learning conditions, heightened attention towards threat, compared
to avoidance of attention towards threat, would be associated with more reduction in fear
generalization. Further, we explored whether the moderating effect would differ among
participants in safety learning conditions with standard vs. enhanced cue saliency.
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Fear generalization was measured as SCR to GS1 and CS- during the testing phase of the
fear generalization task. The analyses focused on GS1 because it was the closest stimulus to CS+
in terms of size, thus having the largest probability of generalization. On the other hand,
participants were trained to treat CS- as a safety cue in the fear generalization task and it should
have the least probability of generalization. SCR to CS+ was included in the analyses below to
capture differences between SCR to CS+ and SCR to GS1 as well as CS-. Attention towards and
away from threat was measured using behavioral measures of attention bias and ERPs during the
dot probe task.

Dot Probe Manipulation Check
To confirm that there was no baseline difference in attention bias among different
learning conditions, two one-way ANOVAs were conducted to examine the impact of learning
conditions on the mean positive and mean negative trial level bias scores (TLBS). As expected,
there was no significant difference in mean positive (F [3,53] = 0.48, p = .70, ɳ2 = .03) or mean
negative scores (F [3,53] = 1.00, p = .40, ɳ2 = .05) among learning groups.

The Moderating Role of Attention to Threat
To test the role of attention to threat on the association between learning conditions and
fear generalization, a set of moderation analyses were conducted using the PROCESS macro in
SPSS (Hayes, 2013). The independent variables were dummy-coded variables representing
different learning conditions (fear learning condition was treated as the reference group). The
dependent variables were participants’ SCR to GS1 and CS- images during the fear
generalization task. Because I used participants’ responses to CS+ as a covariate, the analyses
were in fact predicting the difference in the response to different types of stimuli, reflecting fear
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generalization. The hypothesis was that among individuals in the safety learning conditions,
attention bias toward threat would be associated with lower levels of SCR towards GS1 and CS(compared to CS+), indexing a greater reduction in fear generalization.
TLBS Mean Positive. See Table 4 for significant moderation effects of TLBS mean
positive scores. For GS1 images, there was a significant interaction between the safety learning 2
condition (versus the fear learning condition) and attention bias toward threat (B = -.001, p
= .009, 95% CI [-.0011, -.0002]). There was also a marginally significant interaction between
Safety learning 3 and attention bias toward threat (B = -.000, p = .06, 95% CI [-.0007, .0000]).
Consistent with hypotheses, compared to their counterparts in fear learning condition,
participants in the safety learning 2 and safety learning 3 conditions showed lower levels of SCR
to GS1 when they had a greater attention bias towards threat. See Figure 8.
With regards to CS-, there were a significant interaction between the safety learning 3
condition (versus the fear learning condition) and attention bias toward threat (B = -.0004, p
= .0042, 95% CI [-.0007, -.0001]), and a marginally significant interaction between the safety
learning 2 condition and attention bias toward threat (B = -.0004, p = .054, 95% CI
[-.0007, .0000]). Specifically, participants in the safety learning 2 and safety learning 3
conditions showed lower levels of SCR to CS- when they had a higher attention bias towards
threat. See Figure 9.
TLBS Mean Negative. There was no significant interaction between safety learning
conditions and attention bias away from threat for GS1 and CS- images.
ERPs (P1 P3 N2 N170). There was no significant interaction between safety learning
conditions and visual processing of attention to threat, as measured by the difference of ERP
amplitudes between threat (TNNT) trials and non-threat (NN) trials.
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Discussion
The current study used behavioral, physiological, and neurobiological approaches to
examine the impact of safety learning (vs. fear learning) on fear generalization, and whether this
impact varies across individuals depending on their levels of attention bias. We focused on a
group of individuals who reported at least low to moderate levels of anxiety symptoms and did
not observe any significant difference in their fear generalization by learning conditions.
However, there were interesting moderation effects, such that among participants who went
through safety learning with enhanced saliency (compared to participants in the fear learning
condition), those who had greater attention bias toward threat exhibited a more significant
reduction in fear generalization, reflected as reduced skin conductance response (SCR) towards
one of the generalized stimuli (GS1) and safety cue (CS-). These findings advance our
understanding of how learning and cognitive processes influence fear generalization among
adults who experience symptoms of anxiety and offer new insights into the development of
treatments that may reduce fear overgeneralization and benefit the vulnerable populations living
with anxiety.
The Effect of Learning on Fear Generalization
The first aim of the current dissertation was to examine the influence of safety learning,
compared to fear learning, on fear generalization. The first hypothesis was that compared to a
fear learning condition, safety learning conditions would lead to reduced fear generalization. We
built on prior research (e.g., Nahmoud et al., 2021; Pollak et al., 2010) and designed three
different safety learning conditions that explicitly unpair US and CS (i.e., safety cues).
Specifically, the safety learning 1 condition adopted the traditional single-cue safety learning
protocol from animal research, presenting safety cues without an additional saliency cue. We
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added auditory saliency cues to the safety learning 2 and 3 conditions, with the cues either
appearing at the beginning (i.e., co-occurring saliency cues) or the end (i.e., co-terminating
saliency cues) of the safety cue presentation to explore the effect of saliency cue on safety
learning. As for fear generalization, we drew on various behavioral, physiological, and
neurobiological measurements, including self-reported perceived risk, skin conductance
response, and the late positive potential (LPP) and N170. Results from the current study did not
support our first hypothesis, in that participants in the safety learning conditions did not differ
from participants in the fear learning condition in any of these above-mentioned outcomes
measured in the fear generalization task.
First, as part of the manipulation check, we tested participants’ learning of safety cue in
the fear/safety learning testing task. Participants in all four groups (three safety learning
conditions and one fear learning condition) did not differ in their SCR when presented with a
safety cue or threat cue. This finding indicated that participants in the safety learning conditions
(with and without enhanced saliency during learning) may have failed to recognize the safety cue
as predictive of safety during testing. It could be that participants in the safety learning
conditions, regardless of the presentation and the timing of a saliency cue, had difficulty in
learning the association between the safety cue and the non-occurrence of threat.
Safety cues, even when presented with added saliency cues, may as well signal
uncertainty, which, according to theories of intolerance of uncertainty, may exacerbate fear
responses and generalization among adults with anxiety disorders (Carleton, 2012; Carleton et
al., 2012). Indeed, one recent animal study found that safety learning with co-terminating
saliency cues led to increased fear responses among anxious mice, comparable to mice in the
fearing learning condition (Nahmoud et al., 2021). As such, it is possible that our single-cued
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learning paradigm adopted from animal research (e.g., Pollak et al., 2010) did not successfully
help participants in the current study learn the association between safety cue and the nonoccurrence of threat. In this case, the presentation of the CS in the current paradigm, despite
representing temporary safety, may have heralded the possibility of getting shocked soon.
In the current study, when participants were presented only with safety cues and
unconditioned stimuli (US) that were explicitly unpaired with safety cues during the learning
phase, the explicit un-pairing of CS-US may not have been sufficient for individuals in our
sample to learn the meaning of safety cues or to identify these cues as signals of safety. Previous
studies that examined fear learning did not encounter this issue because they treated participants’
responses to threat cues as the primary outcome. That is, participants were expected to learn the
association between a stimulus and the occurrence of an aversive event, as opposed to the nonoccurrence of an aversive event as in the current study (Lonsdorf et al., 2017). In other studies
that utilized differential fear conditioning protocols, the acquisition/learning of safety was
typically inferred from the contrast between the conditioned threat cue (CS+) and conditioned
safety cue (CS-), and the differential response of CS+ > CS- was often used as evidence of
threat/safety learning. Future studies should further examine the single-cued safety learning
protocol and explore/examine other safety learning protocols/procedures for human studies.
Indeed, as pointed out by recent reviews of safety learning, the current definition of
safety learning is relatively abstract and has created challenges in operationalizing this construct
in the experimental setting (Christianson et al., 2012; Laing et al., 2021a). Despite increased
interest in safety learning in the field, there is still no formal definition of safety learning as a
scientific construct besides that it should be treated as a signal that predicts the absence of danger
(Christianson et al., 2012, Laing et al., 2021a). As such, there is no standardized approach to
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train individuals to learn a safety signal. As reviewed earlier, safety learning has been
conceptualized as a special case of conditioned inhibition, where individuals learn to inhibit their
fear responses when a safety cue is presented (Christianson et al., 2012; Kong et al., 2014).
During the conditioning phase of an experiment, it is particularly challenging to present cues that
can build explicit safety (absence of threat) without running into the risk of having these cues
perceived as ambiguous.
We also tested whether participants in the safety learning conditions would show reduced
fear generalization compared to participants in the fear learning condition in the fear
generalization task. Participants in the safety learning conditions did not differ from participants
in the fear learning condition in the measurements of fear generalization (i.e., self-reported risk
ratings, SCR, and ERPs). These null findings indicated that safety learning (with and without
enhanced saliency during learning) did not reduce fear generalization among participants in the
safety learning conditions.
There are several possible explanations. As shown in the results of our manipulation
check, the safety learning task may have failed to properly train participants to learn the
association between the safety cue and the non-occurrence of threat. Therefore, the null findings
in the fear generalization task can be a direct result of the non-significant manipulation check of
safety learning.
Additionally, our sample characteristics in the study may have limited our findings. For
example, as reviewed in the introduction, individuals with anxiety disorders show increased
levels of fear generalization compared to healthy controls (e.g., Greenberg et al., 2013, Lissek et
al., 2010, 2014, Morey et al., 2020). Yet, most participants in the current study experienced low
to moderate levels of anxiety symptoms, and we did not obtain clinical assessments of their
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anxiety disorders. It is possible that our participants did not show heightened fear generalization
at baseline, in which case it was hard to test whether our safety learning paradigms could
effectively make a difference. In other words, the lack of change in fear generalization that we
observed here may result from low levels of fear generalization at baseline. Future studies should
consider conducting a baseline assessment of participants’ fear generalization prior to trainings.
The Moderation Effect of Attention Bias on Safety Learning and Fear Generalization
The second aim of the study was to examine whether individual differences in attention
bias moderate the link between safety learning and fear generalization. It was predicted that
participants’ attention bias would moderate the impact of safety learning on fear generalization.
More specifically, we expected attention bias towards threat, compared to attention bias away
from threat, would be associated with more reduction in fear generalization. Partially consistent
with our hypothesis, findings revealed that attention bias towards threat moderated the
association between the safety learning conditions with saliency cues and participants’ skin
conductance responses in the fear generalization task (the most commonly used physiological
index of fear responding). Among participants in safety learning 2 and 3 conditions (the
conditions with co-occurring or co-terminating saliency cues), those who had greater attention
bias toward threat showed lower levels of skin conductance responses toward the generalized
stimulus (GS1) and the safety cue (CS-) when responses toward the threat cue (CS+) were
adjusted for, indicating lower levels of fear generalization. These findings extend prior research
on attention bias and learning by suggesting a potential protective role of attention bias toward
threat in safety learning among individuals with anxiety.
In a broader sense, the results provide evidence of the association between attention and
learning processes. Theorists have regarded attention as a prerequisite for the learning process in
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classical fear conditioning (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975; Mitchell et al., 2009). As such, attending to
threat stimuli may equip individuals with more attentional resources that facilitate their learning
of the relation between conditioned threat cues and the absence of unconditioned aversive events,
thus reducing their fear responses (Dawson, 1970; Van Bockstaele et al., 2014). Moreover, the
cognitive-learning model of anxiety posits that both cognitive and learning processes play key
roles in the acquisition and maintenance of fear and anxiety (e.g., Britton et al., 2011; Waters &
Craske, 2016). Indeed, a recent study drawing on data from adolescents has found that a
combination and interplay of attention and learning processes explained greater variation in
anxiety symptoms (Baker et al., 2019). The current study adds to a growing literature that
suggests an active interaction between cognitive processes, threat-safety learning, and fear
generalization among adults.
It is also possible that attention bias toward threat reduces fear generalization when
individuals have gone through safety learning with saliency cues. This study extends prior
research finding that greater attention bias toward threat, as compared to attention bias away
from threat, predicted lower levels of fear generalization (Baker et al., 2019). In the current
study, however, we examined how attention bias towards and away from threat influence
participants’ fear generalization after being trained to learn a safety cue with enhanced saliency.
Findings suggest that although individuals with anxiety symptoms may have difficulties learning
safety cues that predict the non-occurrence of threat, heightened attention bias toward threat may
allow them to better differentiate between threat cues and non-threat generalized cues. This is
somewhat consistent with other studies suggesting that attention bias toward threat was
positively associated with extinction of fear learning (also, bias away from threat that delayed
extinction; Barry et al., 2016; Waters & Kershaw, 2015). Scholars speculated that bias away
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from threat (i.e., threat avoidance) might impede participants from acknowledging the nonoccurrence of aversive stimuli (US), which is crucial to the process of extinction. The current
study, therefore, further supported the importance of attention in the course of learning and fear
generalization.
It is worth mentioning that this study has also attempted to examine the engagement and
disengagement processes of attention in anxiety by utilizing a number of ERP measurements.
Grafton and Macleod (2014), for example, argued that facilitated attentional engagement with
and/or impaired attentional disengagement from negative information could play a more
important role in anxiety than the direction of attention bias (e.g., toward vs. away from threat)
alone. Limited by the nature of the dot probe task, we could not specify behavioral indices of
attentional engagement and disengagement (for a critique of the task, see Clarke et al., 2013).
However, we relied on ERPs, in particular, the P1, N170, N2, and P3, which have been shown to
be sensitive measurements of attentional engagement and discrimination. The current study did
not find significant moderating effects of ERPs in the association between safety learning and
fear generalization, but future studies may continue to explore that possibility.
Limitations
Some additional limitations warrant consideration. The study has a limited sample size
within each learning condition (range = 13-17 individuals per condition), and the analyses may
be subject to an insufficient statistical power. In addition, the severity of participants’ anxiety
symptoms may also reduce the generalizability of our findings. To ensure a sufficient sample
size for the study, we recruited adults who reported at least low to moderate levels of
anxiety/stress symptoms using a self-reported screening questionnaire (i.e., DASS-21). No
clinical assessments or diagnoses of anxiety disorders were conducted. Previous studies that
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documented other benefits of safety learning have primarily relied on data from adults diagnosed
with anxiety disorders (e.g., Pollak et al., 2010; Laing et al., 2021). Yet, in our study, participants
may not exhibit heightened fear generalization at baseline and therefore limited our ability to
detect changes in fear generalization due to safety learning. Future research may test our research
questions with a larger sample characterized by more severe anxiety symptoms, which will help
us better understand the impact of safety learning on a more vulnerable population. Researchers
may also consider including formal evaluations of anxiety disorders by conducting more
comprehensive clinical interviews such as the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID-;
First, 2015).
The study also faced several methodological challenges with regard to physiology (i.e.,
SCR) and neurobiology (i.e., EEG) data. The current study is constrained by a lack of consistent
standards that could quantify physiological measurements in safety learning paradigms. With
skin conductance data, the current study adopted a method that was used in the fear learning
literature (e.g., Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Milad et al., 2005, 2006; Sjouwerman & Lonsdorf, 2019),
which contrasts participants’ physiological responses to the conditioned stimuli (CSs) with their
baseline response immediately prior to the presentation of the CS, averaged across all trials in the
testing task. Among participants in the safety learning conditions, the presentation of safety cues
likely leads to an orienting response in skin conductance response, typically referring to an
increased physiological response to a stimulus that is salient, significant, or novel (Boucsein et
al., 2012). Such an orienting response may have acted as a persistent confounding variable that
influenced participants’ responses to safety cues (Laing & Harrison, 2021). We expected to
observe dampened fear responses among participants in the safety learning conditions. However,
participants may have shown increased responses to safety cues during the testing phase due to
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the salience or emotional significance of these cues, since they were the only visual stimuli
participants had seen in the task.
In addition, the conceptual definition of safety learning (i.e., learning the non-occurrence
of threat during the presentation of a safety cue) has made quantifying learning with skin
conductance response more difficult. Skin conductance response (SCR) data are one of the most
commonly used measures in fear learning, such that heightened SCR in response to threat cues
(in general or versus non-threat cues) reflects successful fear learning. With regard to safety
learning, SCR is expected to be inhibited, but it could be challenging to compare the reduction in
SCR to a baseline and quantify the difference as an indication of the effect of safety learning.
Specifically, fear learning can be inferred from a heightened response to CS+ or as a differential
CS+ > CS- comparison (Lonsdorf et al., 2017), it is difficult to infer safety learning from a low
or non-response to the CS-. It is possible that the observed responses could also be elicited by
neutral or other meaningless events that are not part of safety learning (Laing & Harrison, 2021),
such as an orienting response illustrated above. To address this issue, the current study created
and explored a parallel measurement during the inter-trial interval (ITI), generating peak to mean
difference scores from the first 10s of ITI) with the hypothesis that individuals in the safety
learning conditions would show elevated response outside of the safety period (when the US
might occur). Although we did not observe a significant difference during ITI, future studies may
continue to investigate this approach to bridge safety and fear conditioning research.
Moreover, our ERP measurement in the fear generalization task is limited due to a small
number of trials. Generating reliable ERPs requires a sufficient number of trials so as to quantify
fear generalization. Yet, the current fear generalization task only included six trials presenting
CS+ and CS-, and 12 trials presenting each category of generalized stimuli. As pointed out by
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Lonsdorf et al. (2017), most ERPs need to be calculated with more than 50 trials to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio to acceptable levels. Other studies also recommended larger trials to
increase power and measurement reliability with ERPs in learning or other experimental settings
(e.g., Boudewyn et al., 2018, Sperl et al., 2016). Therefore, the findings with ERP measurements
should be interpreted with caution due to the total number of trials/data that we were able to
collect during the task. The generalization task in the current study was modified based on a
well-established paradigm that has been used in multiple previous studies (e.g., Lissek et al.,
2010, 2014). The original paradigm primarily measured behavioral and physiological outcomes
of fear generalization. The current study maintained a similar trial number to be consistent with
previous work and to avoid fatigue among our participants.
Future directions
There are also several areas that future studies should investigate and improve. The
conditioned safety cue stimulus in studies that explicitly examine safety learning should be
carefully considered and selected. In line with Seligman (1971)’s preparedness theory, which
stated that some CS+ are more conditionable than others due to natural selection, not all stimuli
function equally in human learning experiments. Previous human studies in the fear learning
literature have primarily used stimuli consisting of neutral shapes (with and without colors) and
yielded contrasts between individuals’ responses to CS+ and CS-. In the case of safety learning,
investigating the effect of a stimulus that naturally/evolutionarily represents safety (such as warm
colors or images of a comforting environment) may be helpful to facilitate the acquisition of
safety learning in humans. On a related note, the timing and type of saliency cues can also be
optimized. For example, a saliency cue that is consistent with the conditioned safety cue in some
dimension (e.g., a visual background with a color that is near the color spectrum of the safety
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cue) might be more helpful than a novel neutral audio cue, which could introduce more
uncertainty and disrupt the learning of a safety cue.
Studies should further refine valid experimental paradigms that can be used for studying
safety learning. In their recent review, Laing and Harrison (2021) challenged the existing
paradigms and suggested a more evidence-based approach to designing a safety learning
paradigm, namely the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition paradigm. As briefly reviewed in the
introduction, the conditioned inhibition paradigm trains individuals to use safety cues to inhibit
their conditioned fear responses when a safety cue is presented along with a threat cue. In other
words, the paradigm is capable of demonstrating safety as a significant reinforcing event rather
than simply (perhaps also ambiguously) as a state of non-threat. As such, the design of the
Pavlovian conditioned inhibition paradigm has many promising advantages compared to the
differential conditioning or single cue conditioning procedures (used in this study), both of which
are widely used in the fear learning literature but might have unique limitations when they are
applied to study safety learning.
Future studies could also benefit from exploring a better approach to quantify safety
learning in human research. Prior research has utilized a variety of physiological outcome
measures (e.g., fear-potentiated startle, skin conductance responses, heart rate, pupil dilation; see
Lonsdorf et al., 2017, for a review) and quantified fear learning as evaluated magnitude and
differential responses between CS+ or CS-. Measurement of safety learning, however, can be
confounded by individuals’ responses to emotional saliency or novelty, which is difficult to
control for in the design phase of the study. As recommended by Lonsdorf et al. (2019), studies
should disentangle novelty-related responses from threat responses by analyzing these responses
on a trail-by-trial basis, which may provide evidence for the relative influence of an orienting
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response to a novel or salient cue. Additionally, studies can use other non-linear
psychophysiological modeling methods to pre-process skin conductance data and remove signal
changes that are not caused by the trial-by-trial anticipation of either threat or safety (Bach et al.,
2010; Bach et al., 2013; Bach et al., 2018).
Another direction for future research is to address some challenges related to traditional
physiological measures. Researchers may continue to examine other ERPs that have been
recently shown to be potentially relevant to learning and fear generalization. For example, Wang
et al., (2021) found that in addition to LPP (i.e., the late positive potential), which is typically
enhanced in response to CS- during fear generalization, N400, a crucial ERP that reflects higherorder cognitive processes, showed enhanced amplitude for generalized stimuli that resemble
threat cues (compared to generalized safety cues). Another recent study by Wiemer and
colleagues (2021) reported that P300, an ERP that reflects incidental working memory update, to
safety cues (i.e., CS-) during the acquisition phase of fear learning predicted better memory of
these cues during the testing phase of fear learning. This study offers potential evidence that
P300 could be a marker of successful safety learning. Despite a scant body of research on N400
and P300, future studies may further explore these ERPs in the context of safety learning and
fear generalization, which has the potential to refine our understanding of neurobiological
correlates of anxiety.
Clinical Implications
Investigating and improving the treatment of anxiety disorder is of great importance to
clinical psychological science. Anxiety disorder is one of the most prevalent psychological
disorders in the world, causing significant impairment and distress to individuals when they do
not receive effective treatment. However, extant treatments, which proved to be effective for
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some individuals, have limited effects for others (including but not limited to individuals who do
not respond to treatments or experience recurring fear responses after treatment; Craske &
Mystkowski, 2006; Loerinc et al., 2015).
Current treatments of anxiety disorder primarily rely on the literature of extinction and
utilize exposure techniques to create new inhibitory learning during treatment. This dissertation
proposed and tested a new pathway that focused on the conditioned inhibition literature and
tested the effects of safety learning on fear generalization. Although the current dissertation did
not provide sufficient support for this alternative mechanism, there is evidence that safety
learning may benefit some individuals experiencing low to moderate levels of anxiety symptoms.
Indeed, individual differences in attention bias moderated the relationship between safety
learning on fear generalization. Finally, a focus on the participants who experience anxiety
symptoms but lack a clinical diagnosis of anxiety disorders likely compromises the
generalizability of the current study. Nevertheless, our findings may offer new prevention-related
insights into the extant literature that has primarily examined fear generalization and safety
learning among individuals diagnosed with anxiety disorders (e.g., Laing & Harrison, 2021;
Lissek et al., 2008, 2010, 2014). It may also be necessary to develop training programs targeting
individuals who suffer from anxiety symptoms but do not yet reach the clinical level of severity.
Future studies may examine whether such programs at early stages could potentially interfere
with the progression of these individuals’ anxiety and promote their well-being in the long run.
The findings of this dissertation do not suggest that explicit safety learning protocols
should be deployed along with extinction-learning-based techniques. Instead, it should be
considered an alternative new treatment for those individuals with deficits in safety learning.
Maladaptive safety behaviors (or safety seeking behaviors) can interfere with extinction learning
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and should be avoided in exposure when possible. Safety-seeking behaviors such as avoidance or
escape have been shown to reduce the benefits of exposure therapy (Blakey et al., 2019). Other
common safety cues, such as another person, therapists, medications, food/drink, can also act as
a safety cue during exposure and decrease the strength of extinction (i.e., new inhibitory
learning; Sloan & Telch, 2002).
The findings of the current study may shed new light on the refinement of anxiety
treatments by identifying the effect of safety learning on reducing fear generalization, especially
among those with a pre-treatment attention bias toward threat. This dissertation highlighted
potential insights for future treatment and research. First, individual differences warrant more
attention in treatment design. Trainings/treatments that focus on safety learning seem to be
particularly effective for individuals who have a bias towards threat (compared to bias away
from threat). Attention bias towards threat, although often cited to exaggerate fear and anxiety,
may actually allow individuals to better differentiate threat cues and non-threat generalized cues
when the safety cue is better recognized (with enhanced salience). For those individuals, safety
learning may be an effective approach to reduce their fear generalization. With more evidence,
the single-cue safety learning protocol may serve as a new alternative treatment for traditional
extinction-based approaches such as exposure theory. To better select and tailor treatment for
individuals with anxiety disorders, clinicians/practitioners should consider assessing and
evaluating anxiety-related individual characteristics before the start of treatment. Individual
difference in attention bias, as shown in this dissertation, may be crucial for clinicians to know
ahead of treatment to (1) predict how effective treatment will be, and (2) improve patients’
treatment outcomes with known techniques, such as trainings of safety learning. Specifically, an
assessment of behavioral attention bias, in addition to clinical questionnaires and interviews that
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measures the symptoms and severity of a disorder, may better inform clinicians with treatment
options in the hope of improving treatment outcomes.
Conclusion
In sum, the present dissertation aimed to examine whether safety learning can reduce fear
generalization among adults who reported at least low to moderate levels of anxiety symptoms
and whether pre-learning attention bias can moderate this association between safety learning
and fear generalization. There was not enough evidence that fear generalization could be reduced
by single-cue safety learning procedures. Yet, among participants who went through the safety
learning with enhanced cue saliency, those who had attention bias towards threat exhibited
reduced physiological responses to generalized and safety cues, suggesting reduced fear
generalization. Findings also offer empirical evidence to support burgeoning theories that
emphasize the interplay of cognitive and learning processes in anxiety. This dissertation presents
some preliminary results that have the potential to inform treatments targeting populations
suffering anxiety disorders with a focus on safety learning. Future studies may further investigate
the impact of safety learning on fear generalization in the context of individual differences, such
as by considering cognitive processes in populations suffering from anxiety disorders.
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Table 1
Sample Characteristics
Fear Learning
(n = 13)

Age
DASS-21 Anxiety
DASS-21 Stress
TL-BS Mean Positive
TL-BS Mean Negative
Male
Hispanic/Latino
Race
White
Black/African American
Asian
American Indian/Alaska Native
More than one race
Not reported

M
SD
24.08 5.48
4.85
3.74
7.38
4.89
124.65 53.37
-109.36 51.64
Proportion
.62
.54
.23
.08
.15
.00
.54
.00

Safety
Safety
Safety
Learning 1
Learning 2
Learning 3
(n =14)
(n =13)
(n =17)
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
23.43 4.97 25.00 7.98 23.82 6.13
4.50 3.52 5.15 4.86 6.41 4.68
7.07 4.98 8.54 3.80 8.29 5.03
114.13 51.84 99.98 43.64 121.45 69.89
-109.89 41.94 -101.40 37.90 -141.46 105.51
Proportion
Proportion
Proportion
.57
.54
.59
.29
.31
.47
.29
.07
.43
.00
.21
.00
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.39
.08
.31
.00
.15
.08

.35
.06
.29
.06
.12
.12

Table 2
Bivariate Correlations Between SCR, LPP, and N170 in the Fear Generalization Task
LPP early window LPP middle window LPP late window
N170
CS+ SCR
0.25
-0.02
-0.14
-0.04
CS- SCR
-0.06
-0.01
-0.00
-0.05
GS1 SCR
0.28*
0.21
0.13
-0.06
GS2 SCR
0.26
0.09
-0.13
0.04
GS3 SCR
0.42**
0.24
0.11
0.03
*p < .05, **p < .01,
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics on Risk Assessment, SCR, LPP, and N170 in the Fear Generalization Task
Fear Learning
Safety
Safety
Safety
(n = 13)
Learning 1
Learning 2
Learning 3
(n =14)
(n =13)
(n =17)
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
Risk Assessment
CS+
0.90
0.45
0.70
0.52
1.00
0.60
0.89
0.64
GS1
0.37
0.30
0.28
0.48
0.49
0.53
0.44
0.56
GS2
0.10
0.11
0.24
0.49
0.32
0.50
0.25
0.35
GS3
0.05
0.12
0.17
0.36
0.26
0.41
0.13
0.24
CS0.08
0.20
0.15
0.33
0.27
0.41
0.08
0.19
SCR Max-Mean 6 Trials
CS+
0.73
0.04
0.71
0.01
0.76
0.07
0.72
0.04
GS1
0.72
0.03
0.71
0.01
0.73
0.05
0.73
0.05
GS2
0.73
0.05
0.70
0.01
0.72
0.03
0.72
0.03
GS3
0.72
0.04
0.70
0.01
0.74
0.03
0.71
0.03
CS0.72
0.02
0.70
0.01
0.73
0.02
0.72
0.04
LPP Early Window
CS+
1.53
2.42
1.74
2.68
1.21
2.31
0.83
3.03
GS1
1.67
2.08
1.10
2.07
1.16
1.93
1.49
2.10
GS2
0.90
3.25
0.37
2.01
1.37
2.40
1.41
1.47
GS3
1.03
2.71
0.64
1.49
2.05
2.52
1.11
1.99
CS0.30
4.61
1.87
2.92
1.00
2.89
1.09
3.46
LPP Middle Window
CS+
0.39
3.52
1.30
2.81
0.73
4.42
0.49
2.93
GS1
1.78
3.38
0.02
2.62
-0.13
2.61
1.87
2.47
GS2
0.45
2.84
1.72
2.12
-0.33
2.62
1.55
1.98
GS3
0.35
1.53
-0.43
2.13
1.49
3.29
0.37
2.12
CS-0.17
4.34
-0.90
2.93
1.03
3.40
1.39
3.12
LPP Late Window
CS+
0.54
3.34
0.40
3.15
-0.86
5.83
-0.80
3.33
GS1
1.52
3.07
0.22
2.02
-0.60
2.73
0.82
2.63
GS2
-0.33
3.03
1.62
2.44
-1.48
3.43
0.91
1.68
GS3
0.30
1.85
-0.89
3.05
0.23
4.07
0.24
1.79
CS0.12
4.33
-1.41
4.55
0.42
4.67
1.41
5.09
N170
CS+
-4.05
4.31
-2.24
3.84
-3.65
3.14
-3.55
3.22
GS1
-1.50
4.21
-2.55
3.09
-2.04
4.48
-2.89
3.95
GS2
-2.52
2.74
-2.43
3.65
-2.69
3.43
-3.25
2.97
GS3
-2.10
3.03
-2.09
3.08
-2.62
3.12
-2.49
4.17
CS-4.20
3.15
-1.74
3.82
-4.33
2.70
-3.28
3.35
Notes. SCR: skin conductance response. LPP: late positive potential. GS1. GS2, GS3:
generalized stimuli. CS-: safety cue. CS+: threat cue.
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Table 4
Moderation Tests Examining the Interaction Between Learning Conditions and Attention Bias on
Fear Generalization
SCR to GS1
SCR to CSB
SE
B
SE
Intercept
0.24***
0.07
0.43***
0.05
Safety learning 1
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
× TL-BS mean positive
-0.0002
0.0002
-0.0002
0.0002
Safety learning 2
0.07*
0.03
0.04*
0.02
× TL-BS mean positive
-0.0006**
0.0002
-0.0004†
0.0002
Safety learning 3
0.05*
0.02
0.06**
0.02
× TL-BS mean positive
-0.0003†
0.0002
-0.0004**
0.0001
TL-BS mean positive
0.00
0.00
0.00*
0.00
Outcome response to CS+
0.63***
0.09
0.35***
0.07
F
9.46***
6.88***
R2
0.65
0.57
Notes. TL-BS: Trial level bias score. SCR: skin conductance response. GS1: generalized stimuli
class 1 (most similar to threat cue, CS+). CS-: safety cue in the fear generalization task. CS+:
threat cue in the fear generalization task.
†p <= .06, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
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Figure 1
Outline of the Experiment Protocol

Note. ERP: Event Related Potential; SCR: Skin Conductance Response.
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Figure 2
Design of the Dot-Probe Task
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Figure 3
Example of Trial-Level Bias Score (TL-BS) of a Participant During the Dot-Probe Task
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Figure 4
Fear/Safety Learning Paradigms
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Figure 5
Conditioned and Generalized Stimuli

Note. These stimuli were adopted from Lissek et al. (2008) and modified for the study. Each GS
class contains two rings that are similar in size. The diameter of the rings was progressively
increased/decreased by 20%.
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Figure 6
Temporal Sequence of a Typical Trial of the Fear Generalization Task
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Figure 7
Plot Depicting the Interaction Between Stimulus Type and Learning Conditions on SCR During
the Fear Generalization Task

Notes. SCR: skin conductance response. CS+: threat cue in the fear generalization task.
GS1: generalized stimuli class 1 (most similar to threat cue, CS+). GS2: generalized stimuli class
2. GS3: generalized stimuli class 3 (most similar to safety cue, CS-). CS-: safety cue in the fear
generalization task.
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Figure 8
Plot Depicting the Moderation Effect of Attention Bias (TLBS Mean Positive Score) on the
Association Between Learning Conditions and SCR to GS1

Notes. Fear learning was used as the reference group. TL-BS: Trial level bias score. SCR: skin
conductance response; in this plot, the bars represent predicted values estimated based on the
moderation analysis. GS1: generalized stimuli class 1 (most similar to threat cue, CS+).
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Figure 9
Plot Depicting the Moderation Effect of Attention Bias (TLBS Mean Positive Score) on the
Association Between Learning Conditions and SCR to CS-

Notes. Fear learning was used as the reference group. TL-BS: Trial level bias score. SCR: skin
conductance response; in this plot, the bars represent predicted values estimated based on the
moderation analysis. CS-: safety cue in the fear generalization task.
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